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Washington outlook Continued
HEW Secretary Robert Finch now thinks some change in the supervision of

FDA must come quickly. He's bothered by what he calls the agency's
"waffling" on the safety of cyclamates and by similar seeming vacillation on
such loaded questions as monosodium glutamate in baby foods and antibiotic
compounds called ineffective by the National Academy of Sciences. In pro-
cess is a review that almost surely will produce a closer linkage between the
regulators and the Secretary himself.

• • •

The Nixon Administration is worried that Democrats in Congress and the
postal workers' union may combine to play politics by bogging down the flow
of holiday mail. The workers are threatening that unless they get a pay boost
they may "work to rules--in effect, delay business by obeying to the letter
usually overlooked postal regulations.
The President has indicated that he will veto as inflationary the pay bill

now pending. It boosts all federal workers' salaries by 5.4%, and makes the
raise retroactive to Oct. 1, 1969. But his strategists now fear that Democrats
may rush the bill through, calling his hand, and putting him in direct line for
the blame if the slowdown develops.

The U. S. space agency is in for hard criticism next year for underplaying the
role of space medicine. The charge: By not doing enough research on the pro-
longed effects of weightlessness, NASA is endangering the lives of astronauts
scheduled for month-long space missions as early as 1972.

Representative Joseph E. Karth, who heads the House subcommittee on
space sciences and applications, is gearing up to lambast NASA on the issue.
His concern dovetails with, similar complaints-that NASA is losing a chance
for important medical knowledge—that are made in a report issued by the
President's Science Advisory Committee. The conclusions came from a panel
headed by Lewis M. Branscomb, since named by President Nixon as head of
the National Bureau of Standards. The furor may lead to specific orders to
build up the health research programs being written into NASA's authorization
bill next year.

The space agency insists that extended weightlessness presents no danger.
It bases its conclusion on the success of the 14-day Gemini 7 flight of Frank
Borman and James Lovell four years ago. But the steps to longer flights will be
taken gradually. And if warning signs appear, officials say it is simple to rede-
sign the space capsule so it spins enough to create some artificial gravity.

• U •

Builders around the country are being lined up quietly for a new HUD pro-
gram that will try to upgrade some 15,000 units of currently substandard
housing. Washington will supply low-cost money to nonprofit groups that
would rent the refurbished homes to the poor. . . . Consumer advocates in
Congress are planning to campaign next year for a law requiring the dating of
all packaged perishables. . . . The Nixon Administration thinks the glamour
has evaporated from oceanography: The Marine Sciences Council is under-
staffed, has no money for new research projects, and will get none in fiscal
1971. That's why Edward Wenk, Jr., head of the group, is moving to the Uni-
versity of Washington to develop a new engineering sciences curriculum.
Contents copyrighted under the general copyright on the Nov. 29, 1969 issue—Business Week, 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
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Senate Liberals Plan
Cuts in Space Budget
Senate liberals who have

chipped away at military
spending for the past few
months will make a similar
effort to pare the space pro-
gram's budget.
Sen. William Proxmire (D-

Wis.) confirmed yesterday that.
he intends to offer amend-
ments cutting down on the
number of manned spPce-
flights to the moon.
A number of Senate liberals

have called generally for cuts
in the space program to make
more funds available for do-
mestic use. Until Proxmire
and his staff began working
on it, there was no concerted
plan to reduce the space pro-
gram.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy

(D-Mass.), the Senate Demo-
cratic Whip, said last spring
that he favored trimming the
space program after the moon
landing this summer. His of-
fice said yesterday that Ken-i
nedy had made no decision on
specific proposals such as
Proxmire plans to offer.
The Apollo program calls for

three manned launchings a
year for the next three years.
Proxmire said he is consider-
ing an amendment reducing
the number of shots to one a
year.
The Senate Aeronautical

and Space Sciences Commit-
tee has approved an authori-
zation of $3.7 billion for the
current fiscal year.
The Democratic leadership

has agreed to hold up the bill
until Proxmire's amendments
are ready. It probably will
come to the floor as soon as
the m Ili tary procurement
authorization—which Proxmire
and others are currently try-
ing to trim—is passed in about
two weeks.

Proxmire said he had made
no concerted effort yet to line
up votes for ihis amendment.
"We'll let it come to a vote
and let the chips fall where
they may," he said.



Wednesday 11/26/69

11:30 Ed Roth from Corporation for Public Broadcasting called.
He wanted to tell Tom before he read it in the newspapers that
NASA has approved the proposals he submitted for the use
of ATS4 and ATS-3 for experiments. It is expected that
experiments will begin very soon. They may be having a press
conference on this matter.

He still wants to talk to Tom. He's leaving for Boston at 12.

293-6160.
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2:25 Dr. Drew has not yet returned; they will let him know
that you are having a meeting at 4 o'clock with Dick Speler
and Don Derman on space and would like him to join.
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///GITuesday 11/Z5/69
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Mr. Whitehead asked me to call Chapin's office 4:00 -
and say there was a meeting in late March or
early April which the President had with Mayo 7 .
and Paine on the 70 budget. Wanted to know
if anyone was taking notes and see if they made
a memorandum of the meeting. Chapin's
office told me to call Butterfield's office. 

'1
,

Butterfield's office indicates they can't find ., :,,
any record of the memorandum of the meeting;
asked me to call Terry Good's office and find
out if they can tell us more exactly when the meeting

) . was held. Sharon Leitkam is checking but
1 / ) hasn't been able to find a meeting with President,.1- 
L / n

)1/ 0

ri 
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May o and Paine. Dick Speier is supposed to
check and let us know a more definite date.
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November Z4. 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

Dr. Myron Tribus
Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Science and Technology

Attached are copies of memoranda I sent to NASA and
DOD regarding contributions to your interdepartmental
study an Alaska telecommunications. I also attach a
copy of a reply (?) that I received frozn DOD.

I would like to know as aeon as you have talked to the
Governor so that we can eVedite the public amaounce-
merit of this activity in an appropriate way.

Clay T. tyhtt•head
Staff A a a is tant

Attac ents



•
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

tetir
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The foregoing recommendation, which is basically consistent with the
enclosed letter, and which we believe would meet the desires of the
White House, should achieve the objectives in the most advantageous
and economical manner.

Sincerely,

c1-^-7. 7. 1on

Depi.c.tj of Daf:1150

Enclosure
Sep 4, 69 Ltr fm Federal Field
Cmte for Development Planning
in Alaska



FEDERAL FIELD COMMITTEE FOR
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN ALASKA

SUITE 400, G32 SIXTH AVENUE

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501

September 4, 1969

Honorable Myron Tribus
Assistant Secretary of Commerce
for Science and Technology

Room 5884, Main Building
U. S. Department of Commerce
Washington, D. C. 20230

Dear Mr. Tribus:

Discussions at the just-concluded Alaska Conference on Satellite Tele-
communications have underscored what the Field Committee's Communications
Working Group and the Governor's Communications Satellite Task Force had
earlier concluded: there is an urgent need for the immediate initiation
of planning for communications development in Alaska.

The report prepared earlier this year by the Communications Working Group,
which sets out the need for communications planning, is enclosed. Its
arguments are still valid, with one amendment. The sale of the Alaska
Communication System has been announced. The successful bidder, RCA, has
pledged to make certain improvements to the system soon after it becomes
the owner in July, 1970; but RCA has also indicated an interest in obtain-
ing further expert advice such as would be produced by the proposed study.

Based upon the information made available at the recent conference, and
upon the advice of the chairmen of the Communications Working Group and
the Governor's Communications Satellite Task Force, I now seek your assis-
tance in obtaining funding for communications planning that would:

1) study the existing communications environment of the state
to assess the worth of each segment to an integrated space
and terrestrial complex;

2) translate economic and population growth trends in the state
along with the needs of government agencies (such as the
Department of Defense, Environmental ,Sciences Services
Administration, and the Federal Aviation Administration)
into predictions of communications requirements in five-
year increments, starting with July, 1970, and extending
forward into time as far as available trend estimates
will permit;
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3) identify unmet public service type communication needs in
Native villages as projected by federal agencies (such as
the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the Department of the
Interior and the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare) and state agencies (such as the Department of
Education, the Department of Health and Welfare, and the
Department of Public Safety). This would include educa-
tional television, medical support, civil defense, and
other emergency communications;

4) determine the makeup of an optimum system to satisfy the
needs of all users in the state from July, 1970, as far as
practicable out into the long-range planning period;

5) estimate the revenue requirements of the recommended system
and identify the revenue resources expected to support those.
requirements;

6) develop and recommend the fundamental concept for traffic
flow, switching and control, inter and intrastate, upon
which the system recommendation was based.

7) study and recommend the administrative apparatus, the
statutory authority, and the expertise which must be
established by the State of Alaska so that it can effectively
guide the development of communications in the state along
the lines of the fundamental plan;

8 • develop and recommend a concept for rate structuring to meet
the state's objectives of providing adequate service to the
whole population, and of promoting economic development of
the bush through promotional rate scales to key industries
such as tourist promotion, air travel, news and weather dis-
semination, etc.;

9) recommend revenue sharing and other arrangements which should
be developed between the common carrier in Alaska and the
common carriers in the Lower 48 to provide Alaskans with the
full advantages of direct distance dialing and low-rate, off-
hour calling and reduce to a minimum the-economic penalty
imposed by the geographical separation between Alaska and
the other states.

We are very much overdue in having this study inaugurated. It should be
begun no later than October 1 of this year, and completed by April of 1970.
However, because current planning is being carried on by the successful
bidder for the Alaska Communication System, it is necessary to obtain by
December of this year preliminary findings of the consultant with respect

.F
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to 1) identification of routes that should plainly be served by microwaveinstallations, and 2) comparison of rates that could be offered for serviceto selected locations by space versus terrestrial links. The purpose ofthe first of these is to avoid unnecessary delay in the engineering andprocurement of prime equipment.

Cost of the plan is estimated to be about $250,000. In our view the workshould be performed by an independent communications consultant. My officewould assume responsibility for overall supervision of the consultant'sanalysis and plan, drawing upon advice from the state director of com-munications, the executive director of the Public Service Commission, thechairman of the Governor's Communications Satellite Task Force, and thechairman of the Communications Working Group--the communications staffofficer of the Alaskan Command. This group, as may be seen, is repre-sentative of state, industry, federal civilian and military interests.
Believing that it would be your wish, I am furnishing information copiesof this letter to the persons identified below.

I will be in Washington next week. While there I would welcome an oppor-tunity to discuss this proposal further with you.

S'-ncerely yours,

Enclosure

cc: J. D. O'Connell
Dr. Walt Radius
William Ellis
Congressman Howard W. Pollock
Senator Ted Stevens
Senator Mike Gravel
James Hawkins
L. Ralph Mecham
Don Hall
Charles Buck
Governor Keith Miller
Augie Hiebert
General Robert G. Ruegg
Dr. Clifford Hartman
Charles Northrip

6eorge 0. Sharrock
Chairman



THE NEED FOR"A LONG-RANGE .
COMMUNICATIONS DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR ALASKA

. Prepared by
The Communications Working Group

Federal Field Committee for Development Planning in Alaska
Robert A. Breit\vc.:iser, Lt General USAF, Chairman

A long-range communications development plan for Alaska

is urgently required because of the present status of communications
capability, presently unmet needs, and current developments that
have important consequences for communications. More specifically,

I. The present communications system is inadequate.

a. The system is generally filled to capacity and is
unable to satisfy a nurnr of current cutstml.Liinr; rocuirernents.
The "Vbhit?. Alice" system, a broadband network connecting the
Ballistic Early Warning System and the Air Defense complex with
their control centers and headquarters, and which provides most
of the point-to-point capacity in use today, was planned cad installed

to meet operational requirements of the US Air Force. The only
excess channel capacity built into the system was that which could
be justified by the estimated growth of military requirements.
it was not until after White Alice was installed and operational that

It began to be looked upon as a vehicle for carrying public offering
channels of the Alaska Communication System - and finally came to
be incorporated into the Defense Communications System. In other
words, the backbone system of communications in Alaska was not
planned to meet the requirements of both the military and the
public. The military demand for service has grown gradually,
but public needs for communications services, reflecting Alaska's
burgeoning growth since accession to statehood, have grown rapidly.
Some needs, such as inter and intrastate TV transmission and
computer data channels have never been capable of being satisfied,
but economic pressure is beginning to develop behind the demands
for those services. Long distance calling to the 48 contiguous
states is delayed seriously during peak hours for lack of sufficient
channels to carry the load - and for lack of sufficient switchboard
and operator capacity to cope with peak demand.



• b. Th.2 ba..-.•,ic communications system throuhout the stateis agitr; and obsolc:lc.2nc. ".the tropespnc:i.-ic SCL/EtC.:1* and iille-01:-
sight micro-wavo it u3es are or 1950 technolozy. They were installed .in the mid-fifties, and have been denied the benefits of capital
inves.tment for purposes of modernization or expansion since 1959.

c. The White Alice systom, dependin7, latTely upon
tro7.)ospheric SC3tter for trn_r.3mission acrcss virwally
terrain  ca.pable of eilly  c::pansion. Traffic estimatz.is •'indicate that by the. time expansion project:3 could bz.., completed,growing, derrn nd will again have outstripped system ca.pacity.

d. The basic communications system throur;hout the 
state does not serv, entire "Alas:;•an Cc..rnmunity. 'i
communico.tions systein AlasIza, as it no,.7 exists, gcmerallyservices only those areas of military importance or hi01 populationdensity (i.e. , Arichor.'3e, Fairbanks and thz.. Aleutian Chain).Thc...re are many cornmunitk.'s which are net in close proximity
to military installations or areas of dense, population, that haveno communications facilities at cal. Examples are those communitiesin the Second judicial Division and thz.• Yukon River arca. The
increase in activity in remote. areas during the past year has •
emphasized thc... real lack of adequate communications in the statebeyond thc..) large population canters rind areas of military importance.With the exception of one or tv:o radio scheduleS.per working day,
many construction comps, field crews and even sizeable villageshave no contact vvhatsever with the rest of the world. After office.hours or on Sundo.ys or holidays it is virtually impossible for theresidents of these areas to secure. medical aid, call for emE.Irgencytro.nsportation, or even talk with a doctor who mi3ht be able tosuggest eniergency steps. In the longer vie..w, the inability to
extend normal communications into many of the villages deprivesthem of the opportunity to receive educational prozramming intheir home environment under a program of the University ofAlaska. The alternativc... of bringin2; notive students out of the
villages for education is extremely disruptive to their living
patterns and reaches only a fragment of tpe people. Constant,daily exposure to information, ideas and the inglish language canof inestimable value. to the development of Alqskan natives.The need for communications to the remote areas is urgent.

2



2. It is clesira.:-.•le to  hnvc  _sin7,1e system, but  pendinc,
developments may v..orl; it0 03121)11FAirThant. it AG iMpOCtrUlt •
that Li1C-1011::;-113la 1....cpt intact wit]lin o:ie franchise.
Communications demand and revenue potential are either lumped in
point locations, such as Ar.chorage, Fairbo.nks, ICenai and Juneau, ,
or else. are scattered thinly over wide, areas and among many very
small villages. The total reVC111.13 potential Within the state is not
great, but the expense Involved in providing service to outlying areas
is by far the greater proPortion of ovc.•.rall operatinf; expense. The
burden of supporting communications to the sparsely settled
areas cannot readily be shared by the urban areas unless the whole
system is one economic unit. Two factors tend to fractionalize
the system in direct contra.diction to the need, recognized by the
state ond strongly supported by the military, to maintain system
integrity.

a. The. Alaskan Communication?, Sv:stern is to 1:z.• sold 
by the Air Force to a private concern. desire of the commercial
'owner ci' ACS, actual or prospective, may bz‘. to wo.nt to be. responsible
for only the. economically attractive areas and to kave systems in
the. frinz,Ye areas to thc..• military. Once there is a commereial long
haul carrk,•r in Alaska, the military cannot expect to get government.
funding to supr.;ort the communications requirements of civil
populations. lt is likely that the. trend will be for military communica-
tions requirements to transition to military or civilian satellite.
systc„%ms to take. advantage of their superior quality and security and
the great savings in prospect, as compare,d to ground-based systems.

• That circumstance would put service to the. remote villages in
serious jeopardy.

b. North Morn developments rc--.•quire communication 
capability now'''. rhe scconu factor tending to bre.ok up tile unity
.-of the. statcnvicia syste.m Is the urgent n=1 of the North Slope oil
de.velope.rs to immediately obtain inter and intro.-.Alaska communica-
tions for busine.ss purposes and for operation of the planned pipeline
to the Gulf of Alnsl:a. If their requirements are.not satisfied by
the stcttewide syste.m, they are lilzely to ex9rcisc financial power
and great Influence to proCeed with installing. their own communications.
support syistern. Communications service to the oil industry is an
important source of revenue for the statewide system and should
be within the charter of the new owncr of the ACS.

.3



.3. Exppnsive communications inhibit economic development
Ea-ticularlv  in A1nsIzr.1 wiL2re otiic r 1orm:3 oi? CO;  MUlliCatiellS 'Stich
as road, rail, ship 0i iC, are either limited, uiLicult, or very
expensive. In such circumstances rnor.: reliance tends to 1)._ placed
on electrical communication, given its availability and reasonable
economy: • There is little prospect for much further reduction in
costs for long distance calling through the system in Alaska.
Economical operation is a direct result of massive traffic flow and
high density utilization of equipment. Present rates are probably
as good as can be expected from the present saturated system. The
sizable capital investment required to expand it to its limit would
work against the prospect of any further economies.

4. Many requirements exist for communications services to
the nearly 200 native  in Alaska. Most prominent is the
need, shared by a group of interests, for establishing reliable and
adequate communications to and from the villages where most of
the 53,000 Alaskan Natives live. The services which are needed
Include telephone, telegraph, and TV/radio programming, and the
purposes to be served include: normal personal and commercial
phone and message service; distribution of alarm or warning
Messages regarding sea waves, weather or national emergency;
support to the programs or a variety of federal and state agencies
such as the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Bureau of Land Management.
Public Health Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, Forest Service,
and others; distress or emergency calls to summon rescue or
medical aid for ill or injured persons; distribution of news,
weather and other commercial programming; and extension of
audio or visual programming from National or State Educational
Networks to all Native schools and villages. In the main, these
are low potential revenue services, but they carry a great level
of Importance at the federal and state level and, consequently,
reflect a demand for the most efficient and economical communica-
tions technology.

5. Alaska is approachins a turnilr, point in the development 
of its communications structure. The factors and influences cited
above all point in the direction of great change in Alaskan communi-
cations. The pressing need for expansion of communications in
capacity, and into new areas, Is certain to lead to planning decisions
within the next year for construction of facilities within the following
two years. There are two general courses that the overall .



development may take. One would be to develop and mpand the
present system. Some aspects of this appropach do not seem to
be desirable.

a. A substantial expansion of present facilities could
raise the overall capital investment so hir,;11 that conversion to
modern technology would not be economically feasible for many
years. Estimates have been made on expansion projects totaling
up to thirty million dollars, and even that much investment would
not modernize the technology in use to the point that it would
accommodate highly desirable services such as educational
television.

•

b. The cost of extending the present system. into the
nearly 200 native villages would be prohibitive. Even if funding
were available for such a venture, the effect of the capital outlay
on the total telecommunications tariff structure in the state would
be highly undesirable. Economical calling rates could not be
expected in the foreseeable future. The other general direction
which development may take is to retire the obsolescent equipment
presently in use before making any sizc.-.able further investment
In it. A complete new replacement system would have to be
engineered and installed to take over the services being provided
by the old facilities and to meet the many new demands. A survey
of studies on how to provide similar improvements in ether parts
of the world indicates that application of modern technologies may
be ver' practical and desirable in Alaska and is certainly worthy
of study.

6. The extent and the nature of communications develornnent
in Alaska con be[uiciozi in clircctifns h nctioa is to!:en 
scan cliour.,h. The time to prepare to iniluence the devc-loprnent of
Alaskan communities is growing critical. The time schedule for •
the turn over of the Alaska Communication System to a commercial
owner is July 1970. Some two million dollars worth of improvement
projects, under the recently authorized inclustrIal fund, must be
completed by that date. New projects mayibe planned beforehand
by the new ov.iners, but they cannot be started before the date of
transfer. Major projects will than be two years or more in
Implementation. Decisions made in 1969 will determine whether
the new facilities of 1972 indicate that Alaska is to be tied for many
years to the telecon?munications system of its Territorial past,



•

or whether Alaska is taking advantage of a unique
 opportunity to

move into' the mccicrn communications era in one grea
t stride.

In order for the State of Alaska to know what it w
ants to do in

regard to COMMUIliC3L10:1S development, and to be able t
o establish

the requisite policies and the re3ulatory apparatus to
 implement them,

It must have the contemplated master plan in hand bef
ore the end

of 1969. That will provide six or more months for as
sessment of

the compatibility between the plans of the new commerc
ial carrier

and the goals of the State, and for any corro.ctive coord
ination

or n<,-otiatiOn found necessary before system cutover. 
On the basis

of an estimate that the study period required for the produ
ction of

a long range plan is six to nine months, it can be seen 
that urgent

action is required to authorize, fund for, and award the app
ropriate

contract.

Workinq, Group Members 

Lt Con R. A. Breitweiser, Ho, ALCOM Chairman

Colonel Amos 11. Ross, Jr., fiq ALCO:`.1 06) Asst Chairman

Mr. Jack Edwards, Federal Aviation Administration, Nc.erni
>er

Mr. Andrew Clark, Alaska ilailror.d Member

Mr. Donald L. Stichlc...r, Bureau cf Indian Affairs Member '

• Mr. William Woosley, Bureau of Indian Affairs Alternate Memlnr

Mr. Wayne Gilbert, Bureau of Land Management • Member

Mr. Harold DeVoe, 'Federal Communications Commission
, Member

Mr. Charles L. Duck, State of Alaska Member

Mr. Charles C. Culp, U. S.! Public Health Service Member

Mr. Gus Norwood, Alaska Power Commission Member

Mr. Harry L. Rietze, Department of the Interior Member

Lt Cmdr J. G. Williams, U. S. Coast Guard Member

Advisors to Worldry; Groun

Mr. Augie Hiebert, Broadcasting I.ndustry
Eris Go a James Isbell, Director ALaska Disaster Office

Mr. Emil Notti, Alaska 'Federation of Nativqs

•



" MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

November 24, 1969

MEMORANDUM TO: Tom Whitehead

FROM: Peter M. Flanigan

Your memorandum of November 17th containing an outline of a
Presidential statement on space is most helpful.

I'm most interested in your comment regarding cost estimates.

Could you give me some specific items which have increased as

substantially as you indicate?

You also make comments with regard to public opinion reaction to

space accomplishment and space spending. Could you give me what

documentation you now have on that reaction?

My own view is that no specific commitment should be made by the

President until after the State of the Union Message. Dr. Paine agrees

with this view.

I look forward to receiving the memorandum you referred to.



IMENIMEMMMM.

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

November 20, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

PETER FLANIGAN

AmilEMEr

In accordance with our conversation

this morning, attached is the background

information I mentioned with regard to

the Space Task Group Report.

Attachment

K4E



ACTION 'MENIORANDUM
. •

'Date: September 30, 1969

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON • LOG NO.:

FOR ACTION: J. Ehrlichman
H. Kissinger
L. DuBridge
B. Harlow
P. Flanigan

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY

Time: 10:48 A.M.

cc (for information): R. Mayo

1491

DUE: Date: Monday, October 6, 1969 
Time: 2:00 P.M.

SUBJECT:

ar. Mayo memorandum on Space Task Grou

ACTION REQUESTED:

_For Necessary Action X For Your RZCOMITICMCIO.tiOnS

Prepare Agenda and Brief Draft Reply

For Your Comments Draft Remarks

REMARKS:

Please review Dir. Mayois memorandum and submit

your recommendations to the Staff Secretary

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.

If you have any guns:dons or if you anticipate a
delay in submitting tane required material, plea
telephone ti-va Staff. Secretary immediately.

-Tit- 4^

K. R. COLE, JR.
For the President



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

SEP 2 5 ii"-)S0

lvalORANDUvi FOR THE PRESIDENT

Subject: Space Task Group Report

This uerrorandua presents a summary of my views on the Space Task Group
Report and my recomendations as to the next steps in the decision process.
I was an observer on the Space Task Group and, as such, participated in its
discussions on the future of the space program, reserving the right to
present to you my independent judgment as your Budget Director.

The report sets forth an excellent catalog of technical possibilities for
the future. However, standing by itself, it has several shortcomings. In
my view, these shortcomings impair its completeness as a vehicle for your
final decision.

1. The report does not clean l differentiate between the values of
the manned space flight program versus a much less costly unmanned program
with its greater emphasis on scientific achievement and potential economic
returns.

2. The Space Task Group could not, nor did it try to, assess the
relative standing of the space program in our full range of national priorities.
In order to do this, you might wish to have the report reviewed by the Cabinet--
and perhaps the Security Council as well.

3. The Group could not address the future economic context within which
the recommended space expenditure increases would have to be considered.

4. The report is written in such a way that your endorsement of any of
the recommended program options implies endorserrent of major new long-term
developuent projects, which are included in all three of the program options.
Therefore, in a practical sense, the report gives you little flexibility
except as to timing (and therefore annual costs). The impact of this is
only slightly softened by the assertion that the rate of progress toward
the goals would be subject to annual budget decision. This reservation
has very practical limits. All the defined options involve significant
budget increases over current levels.

5. The Bureau of the Budget has not had the opportunity to review in
detail the estimates set forth. on page 22 of the report, but they vary
sufficiently from other estimates which have been used recently so that
we believe they are significantly underestimated. Furthermore, these
figures are presented in terns of 1969 dollars and are therefore further
underestimated by reason of the inflation that has already taken place.
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Of course, there is no reflection of price increases that are almost certain
to come in the years ahead.

The other decision factors that most concern ire are related specifically to
the 1971 budget, now under preparation, and to the budgets that you will be
preparing during the remainder of your first term.

The 1971 problem is severe because of:

1. The inflation we are still trying to bring under control.

2. The need to assume continuation of the Vietnam conflict for budget
preparation purposes.

3. The commitments we have already made in such areas as domestic welfare,
manpower training, social security benefits, revenue sharing, airports/airways,
mass transit, and supersonic transport developuent among others. Every one of
these commitments requires outlay increases in 1971.

4. Uncontrollable items such as interest on the national debt.

5. Revenue losses associated with the tax bill--even with proposed
Treasury amendments.

In light of these circumstances, I gave NASA an official budget planning
target of $3.5 billion for 1971. ($350 million below 1970). This target
was based on the assumption that after the manned lunar landing, some
reduction in NASA's current budget levels could be made to ease our overall
budget problem, without stopping the manned space program. All three options
set forth in the report require 1971 budgets of at least $100 million plus
price increases above the current NASA funding levels and further increases
in following years. These increases will have to come from programs of other
agencies.

Because the Space Task Group report has now been published, your endorsement
now of any specific option will commit us to annual budget increases of at
least the magnitudes specified in the report. Therefore, you could lo:c
effective fiscal control of the program.

I am convinced that a forward-lookincr manned soace program can be develoned
for ou thatadoes not involve commtments-I3-gr-ificant near-term budget
increases.

Such a program would involve a slower rate of manned Apollo flights than
NASA now considers desirable. It would also involve consecutive rather
than simultaneous developnent of a space transportation system and space
station, which are necessary steps toward a manned Mars mission. I intend
to explore such a program in some detail with Dr. Paine during the FY 1971
budget decision process. Such a program could be accelerated in the future
if condition3 permit.
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I believe this course would be preferable to announcing ambitious long-range
plans now and then having to cut back in the future due to economic constraints.

In this circumstance, I recommend:

1. That you withhold announcement of your space program decision until
after you have reviewed the report recommendations specifically in the context
of the total 1971 budget problem.

2. That you ask the Cabinet and perhaps the NSC to consider the Space
Task Group report during October or November and advise you of their views
on its recommendations, so that you will have those views in mind during your
budget decisions.

3. That you consider meeting with TOm Paine and me after I have had an
opportunity to discuss with him the lower cost program option I have described
above. Your meeting could be planned for December, and could serve as the
final step in your decision process on the NASA 1971 budget. At that time,
it is essential that you specify program content as well as budget guidance
in order to help maintain effective fiscal control of the program.

4. That your space program decisions he announced in the State of the
Union address, the budget message, or a special message to the Congress in
the spring of 1970.

Director



THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

November 17, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN C. WHITAKER

FROM: Henry A. Kissinger i/'-1

SUBJECT: Space Task Group Report

I have reviewed Robert Mayo's memorandum to the President on the
subject of the Space Task Group Report. I am in general agreement
with the theme of the memorandum. We must avoid both an emotional
overcommitment to a post-Apollo program and an undercommitment
which reflects a failure to comprehend the long-term and far-reaching
benefits of a vigorous space program.

Although a review of the Space Task Group Report by the Cabinet could
conceivably lend balance to final recommendations to the President, I
have reservations about how a review of this nature would be staffed and
therefore suggest that it may be impractical. In addition, the notion
that a comprehensive review of space goals can be finished by December
seems to be overly optimistic. Such a review would entail consideration
not only of space goals as related to other competing programs and
priorities, but also the problem of priorities within the space program
itself.

With regard to the latter problem, I recommend that it be looked into by
the National Aeronautics and Space Council (NASC) using the highly
qualified staff of its Executive Secretary, Astronaut William Anders.
This would provide a departure point from which to place total space
needs into perspective with the demands of other national programs.
Depending on the outcome of a NASC staff review of objectives and
priorities within the space program, it may be appropriate to ask the
NSC to consider the Space Task Group Report.

Finally, opportunities exist for modest relief in space funding through
a program of international space cooperation. Investigation of these
opportunities is currently underway within the NSC machinery.



EXECUTIVE#OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

October 13, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

Kenneth Cole
Staff#Secretary
The White House

SUBJECT: Director,#Bureau of the Budget Memorandum on
Space Task Group Report

This memorandum is in response to your request for
review of Mr. Mayors memorandum#to the President of
September 25, commenting on the recent Space Task Group Report.

The memorandum from Mr. Mayo raises a number of
specific points#about the Space Task Group report which are

classed as "shortcomings" that "impair its completeness as a

vehicle for... final decision. "

The purported "shortcomings" of the Task Group Report relate
principally to treatment of the broad economic#and fiscal context
in which decisions on funding for space are to be decided. The
Task Group recognized the difficulty of making specific budget
decisions and refrained from advocating a fixed funding level to
carry out the recommended program. In fact, a very important
aspect of the report, apparently overlooked, is#20that there is
flexibility in carrying out the Task Group recommendations and that
adoption of a specific Option does not necessarily commit the
President to a fixed funding level in any fiscal year.

The basic conclusions of the Task Group were:
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1. The U.S. should continue to play a major role in
space - both in exploration and in its exploitation,
for a number of reasons - economic, national
security, international prestige, national pride,
advancement of science, and as a stimulus to
advancing technology.

2. There are many new opportunities in space - more
than we can fund if we pursue them all at a maximum
pace - and therefore decisions on specific develop-
ment programs and priorities will be required.

3. Two major new technological developments, the space
shuttle and the space station, are the next steps that
should be taken in the development of new capability -
but these developments should be coupled with a broad
program which emphasizes applications, science, and
national security efforts while encouraging international
participation and cooperation.

4. Manned exploration of Mars should be adopted as a long-
range goal of a balanced program which recognizes
the above objectives and proceeds at a pace which is in
consonance with the fiscal and human resources than
can be made available to the space program. A minimum
capability for manned operations must then be maintained.

These points from the Task Group Report can provide the
basis for Presidential decision at an early date, while not foreclosing
flexibility for specific budget decisions as the FY 1971 budget process
matures. Since the options included in the Space Task Group Report
were illustrative only, and were intended to provide insight into
the budgetary impact of program decisions, it would not be necessary

for the President to accept or reject a specific option.

It would be preferable if the President's decision could be in
terms of program content - accepting a balanced program with
emphasis in specific areas - such as applications and science. The

Task Group recognized the possibility that commitment now to

growth of the space budget to nearly $6 billion in the mid-1970's may
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not be desirable, and therefore pointed out that simultaneous
development of the space shuttle and space station would not be
necessary. If phased development of the space shuttle and space
station were required, I would recommend that initial efforts
be devoted to the more technologically challenging space shuttle
in view of its profound impact upon our entire approach to
placing payloads into orbit. At an appropriate time in the shuttle
development cycle the space station program could be initiated,
thus reducing projected peak funding requirements.

I agree with Mr. Mayo that NASA's budget request for
FY 1971 must be considered in the context of broad government
fiscal constraints, but I do not believe that such a requirement
need be inconsistent with early Presidential decision on the basic
character of the Nation's space program in the post-Apollo period.

If the President has made a decision on the NASA program,
it would appear desirable to announce this decision as soon as '
other factors, both nationally and internationally, will permit. A
prior discussion by the Cabinet or NSC would surely be appropriate.

Lee A. DuBridge
Director



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

OCTOBER 7, 1969

TO: STAFF SECRETARY

FROM: JOHN E1-2CFIMAN

RE: DIRECTOR MAYO'S MEMO ON SPACE
TASK FORCE REPORT
LOG NO. 1491

I concur with the Director's recommendations.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

October 6, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE STAFF SECRETARY

FROM: Bryce Harlow

SUBJ: Space Task Group Report

Bob Mayo's critique of the Space Task Group Report and his
recommendations to the President seem to me to be most
appropriate at this point in time if we are to stay within
the debt ceiling limitation which the President has openly
announced.

The President might wish to consider asking NASA to go
through a study exercise of stretching out the manned
Apollo flights that would not be wasteful of the skilled
manpower necessary and also would not risk deterioration of
safety and reliability throughout the program. Such a
study might be completed and available for further decision
making in December.

The postponement of any announced program decisions will
afford the President greater flexibility in the event there
are any changes in the world picture between now and the
State of the Union address.



'MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHING TO N

October 6, 1969

TO: THE STAFF SECRETARY

FRCid: PETER FLANIGAh ql
ti

RE: Log 1491

For your information, I am attaching hereto as
Exhibit A a letter from Dr. Paine to the President recommending
that he support Option 2. As Exhibit B, I am attaching a copy
of a letter from Mr. Mayo to me which was sent to me with a
copy of his letter to the President. Both these expand on
problems set forth in Director Mayots memorandum to the President
of September 25.

I agree with Director Mayo that it would be a mistake
for the President to adopt now a fixed set of actions which would
have serious budgetary implications over the next year. However,
I do not believe that the President can delay until the budget
review to respond to the Space Task Group rer-ritto him. I
believe there is a middle ground which can meet the political
requirements of an affirmative response from the President and
at the same time meet the fiscal requirements so persuasively
stated by Bob Mayo. In this middle ground the President should
say that after a review of the Space Task Group's report, he
believes that we should plan on a Mars landing in the mid-1980s.
(This is essentially Option 2. However, by limiting it to the
Mars landing, he does not approve all the other items of Option 2.)
The President's statement should go on to say that obviously a
program extending over the next 17 years cannot be fixed as of
this time; that in moving toward this goal we must recognize that
in certain years actions might be taken which temporarily delay
certain activities, whereas in other times when budgetary conditions
permit we can increase our effort and hopefully advance the date
of the Mars landing.

I believe a program developed along these lines will
result in retaining the needed fiscal flexibility, yet keeping for
the President the enthusiasm generated by the current space

program. At the time the President releases this memorandum, he

can also direct NASA to prepare a 1971 budget at the "below 4.0B"
level referred to in Mayo's memorandum to me of September 25.
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I have asked my staff to draft the essential elements that would
be used in a statement by the President along the lines
suggested above.

Enclosures
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ACTION MEMORANDUM
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Date: September 30, 1969 Time:

• FOR ACTION: J. Ehrlichman
H. Kissinger
L. DuBridge
B. Harlow

4 P. Flanigan
FROM THE ,STAFF SECRETARY

10:48 A.M.

cc (for information): R. Mayo

DUE: Date: Monday, October 6, 1969 Time: 2:00 P.M.

SUBJECT:

D. Mayo memorandum on Space Task Group Report

/ACTION REQUESTED:

— For Necessary Action

_ Prepare Agenda and Brief

— For Your Comments

REMARKS:

•

...—X_Tor Your Recommendations

Draft Reply

Draft Remarks

Please review Dir. Mayo's memorandum and submit

your recommendations to the Staff Secretary
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20503

SEP 2 5 11,13

. MIORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Subject: Space Task Group Report

This mernorancitra presents a summary of my views on the Space Task Group
Report and my recommendations as to the next steps in the decision process.
I was an observer on the Space Task Group and, as such, participated in its
discussion p on the future of the space program, reserving the right to
present to you my independent judgment as your Budget Director.

The report sets forth an excellent catalog of technical possibilities for
the future. However, standing by itself, it has several shortcomings. In
my view, these shortcomings impair its completeness as a vehicle for your
final decision.

1. The report does not clearly differentiate between the values of
the manned space flight program versus a much less costly unmanned program
with its greater emphasis on scientific achievement and potential economic
returns.

2. The Space Task Group could not, nor did it try to, assess the
relative standing of the space program in our full range of national priorities.
In order to do this, you might wish to have the report reviewed by the Cabinet--
and perhaps the Security Council as well.

3. The Group could not address the future economic context within which
the recommended space expenditure increases would have to be considered.

4. The report is written in such a way that your endorsement of any of
the recommended program options implies endorsement of major new long-term
development projects, which are included in all three of the program options.
Therefore, in a practical sense, the report 7.,7676i3 little flexibility
except as to timing (and therefore annual costs). The impact of this is
only slightly softened by the assertion that the rate of progress toward
the goals would be subject to annual budget decision. This reservation
has very practical limits. All the defined options involve significant
budget increases over current levels.

5. The Bureau of the Budget has not had the opportunity to review in
detail the estimates set forth_ on page 22 of the report, but they vary
sufficiently from other estimates which have been used recently so that
we believe they are significantly underestimated. Furthermore, these
figures are presented in terms of 1969 dollars and are therefore further
underestimated by reason of the inflation that has already taken place.
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Of course, there is no reflection of price increases that are almost certain
to come in the years ahead. •

The other decision factors that most concern re are related specifically to
.the 1971 budget, now under preparation, and to the budgets that you will be
preparing during the remainder of your first term.

The 1971 problem is severe because of:

1. The inflation we are still trying to bring under control.

2. The need to assume continuation Of the Vietnam conflict for budget
preparation purposes.

3. The commitments we have already rade in such areas as domestic welfare,
manpower training, social security benefits, revenue sharing, airports/airways,
mass transit, and supersonic transport develoilik-Nit among others. Every one of
these commitments requires outlay increases in 1971.

4. Uncontrollable items such as interest on the national debt.

5. Ivenue losses associated with the tax bill--even with .prol?osed
Treasury artrandmants.

In light of these circumstances, I gave NASA an official budget planning
target of $3.5 billion for 1971. ($350 million below 1970). This target
was based on the assumption that after the manned lunar landing, same
reduction in NASA's current budget levels could be made to ease our overall
budget problem, without stopping the manned space program. 211 three options
set forth in the report require 1971 budgets of at least $100 million plus
price increases above the current NASA funding levels and further increases
in following years. These increases will have to come from programs of other
agencies.

Because the Space Task Group report has now been published, your endorsement
now of any specific option will commit us to annual budget increases of at
least the magnitudes specified in the report. Therefore, you could lo2e
effective fiscal control of the program.

I am convinced that a forward-lcokina manned soace proarara can be develoned
for you that does not invo ve corautients to sicnilicant near-term Dud(let
Increases.

Such a program would involve a slower rate of manned Apollo flights than
NASA now considers desirable. It would also involve consecutive rather
than simultaneous develogrent of a space transportation system and space
station, which are necessary steps toward a manned Mars mission. I intend
to explore such a program in some detail with Dr. Paine during the FY 1971

. budget decision process. Such a program could be accelerated in the future
if conditions permit.



NEWS MEDIA REACTION TO SPACE TASK GROUP REPORT

The news media reaction to the Space Task Group
report has been good. The story broke in two parts.
The first followed the briefing for you at the White
House and the press reported that both a "crash" program
and a "going-out-of-business" program had been rejected
by the President. The immediate reaction was favorable.
The second wave of reaction, which is still current,
followed the press briefing by the Vice President this
week.

Today's Washington Post took a reasoned approach
and is typical of the kind of reaction we are hearing
from individual members of the press and what we can
anticipate from editorial comment in the near future.
It is interesting that there has been no "selection"
by the news media of a favorite option--all seem to be
judged as reasonable and rational.

The Post said, "Acceptance by the President of the
basic recommendation would eliminate talk of abandoning
manned space flight, which would be a foolish course of
action, or of proceeding toward Mars in a crash effort
to get there as quickly as possible.

"It is difficult for anyone to reach any other con-
clusion except those who blindly opposed manned space
travel or those who, equally blindly, favor giving it
the nation's top priority."

The Evening Star said the decision not to engage
in a crash program is a "sensible, realistic view."

The New York Times said, "If the President made a
commitment to a manned landing on Mars, as his press
secretary suggested, it was of a very different character
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

September 19, 1969

This letter provides my recommendations for further actions you may wish
to take on the report of the Space Task Group.

The report and your initial reaction to it are receiving positive and
widespread public support. Representative editorials are enclosed.
Particularly noteworthy are the favorable comments of the New York Times
and Washington Post, papers which are often critical. This favorable
environment suggests the desirability of an appropriate follow-up.

In considering which of the STG Report's three options you may wish to
select, other problems currently facing the nation must obviously be
taken into account. Option 1, the most vigorous of the proposed programs,
clearly offers this nation the greatest opportunities and greatest challenge
in the long run. However, it is the most expensive in the near term when
resources are most constrained. Option 3, which defers for at least 20
years the challenge of a manned mission to Mars, lacks vigor and fails to
seize fully the opportunities available.

My recommendation, therefore, is that you select Option 2, a balanced and
challenging program which includes as major objectives the earth-orbiting
space station, space shuttle and nuclear stage in the 1970's, leading to
a manned mission to Mars in the 1980's. As the nation progresses toward
meeting its other needs during the next few years, I would hope that we
may be able to reexamine this and move closer to Option 1.

In the near future I believe it would be advantageous for you to make a
public statement of your view of the nation's future in space. As I men-
tioned at our meeting last week, the dedication of the new Lunar Science
Institute at Houston might afford an appropriate occasion. We could
arrange the dedication for any date convenient to you in the next month.

I would be happy to discuss these matters further with you at any time.

Sincerely yours,

T. O. Paine
Administrator

Enclosures
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I believe this course would be preferable to announcing ambitious long-range
plans now and then having to cut back in the future due to econcmic constraints.

In this circumstance I recorairmd:

1. That you withhold announcement of your space program decision until
after you have reviewed the report recommendations specifically in the context
of the total 1971 budget problem.

2. That you ask the Cabinet and perhaps the NSC to consider the Space
Task Group report during October or November and advise you of their views
on its recomendations, so that you will have those views in mind during your
budget decisions.

3. That you consider meeting with 'Ian Paine and me after I have had an
opportunity to discuss with him the lower cost program option I have described
above. Your meeting could be planned for December, and could serve as the
final step in your decision process on the NASA 1971 budget. At that time,
it is essential that you specify program content as well as budget guidance
in order to help maintain effective fiscal control of the program.

4. That your space program decisions be announced in the State of the
Union address, the budget message, .or a special message to the Congress in
the spring of 1970.

. 4.24/

.,•.••••••••-•+••••••••

Robert P. Mayo
Director
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Slow Trip to.Mers
Although President Nixon supports

an American commitment to land a man
on Mars, he has made clear through
Press Secretary Ziegler that the under-
taking will not involve a high-speed, ex-

tra-costly crash program that would ig-

nore "budgetary considerations."

This is a sensible, realistic view. It is
In keeping, in fact, with the balanced

space program that has been recom-

mended by a special panel of advisers in

the report just accepted and endorsed by

Mr. Nixon. The panel, headed by Vice

President Agnew, includes NASA Admin-

istrator Thomas 0. Paine, Air Force Sec-

retary Robert C. Seamans and White
House Science Adviser Lee E. du Bridge

• — all well-qualified to offer sound coun-

sel on the subject.
These and other distinguished mem-

bers of the study group have given the

President three options as to the timing

of a landing on Mars—in 1983, no sooner

than 1980, or around the year 2000. With

the President's concurrence, the panel

has rejected two alternatives as extreme.

One would have the country go all-out—

more or less in the manner of the Apollo

moon landing — to put an American on

Mars in the shortest possible time, re-

gardless of cost. The other, on comple-

tion of the Apollo program, would put an

end to all manned space projects.

What seems predictable is that when

he makes his decision on the timetable

for Mars, Mr. Nixon will be governed by

what its effects may be not only on other

space ventures, but also on down-

to-earth human requirements and the
amount of money available to meet
them. Meanwhile, he has indicated that
he fully agrees with the panel's recom-

mendation that the space • program,

wholly apart from the Apollo landings

still to come, should be pressed forward

with vigor through the 1970s. The pro-

gram would include unmanned probes

of the Martian surface and a "grand

tour" of the environs of the outer

planets. Also, strenuous efforts would

be made to develop a re-usable shuttle

vehicle that would be capable of re-

maining in orbit, with large crews, for

months at a time.
One of the important aspects of such

a program is that it would provide for

projects numerous enough and signifi-

cant enough to insure against a grave
weakening or withering away of the

great and vital complex of scientists,
technicians, administrators and techno-
logical plants now engaged in space

work. It is work full of immense actual

and potential value. And it will lead,

among other things, to the day when
man will almost certainly set foot on
Mars and go on from there to explore

deeper and deeper in the firmament.
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A Spaceman's Sense of Balance
• The report of President Nixon's Task Group on

Space and, indeed, even the speeches to Congress

of the three men who rode in Apollo 11 have

brought some rationality back to the discussion

of whither the space program. That report recom-
mends that the President commit the nation to a
"long-range goal of manned planetary exploration"
aimed at a landing on Mars in the early 1980s, the
mid-1980s, or the 1990s. Acceptance by the Presi-
dent of the basic recommendation would eliminate
talk of abandoning manned space flight, which
would be a foolish course of action, or of proceed-
ing toward Mars in a crash effort to get there as
quickly as possible. •

It is difficult for anyone to reach any other con-
clusion except those who blindly opposed manned
space travel or those who, equally blindly, favor
giving it the nation's top priority. Space exi)lora-
tion ought to proceed in an orderly way, maximiz-
ing at every step the advance of knowledge and
the utilization of it here on earth. In fact, it is not

at all clear that the President should set a "goal"
of a Mars landing in any particular year.

What is important Is for the nation to push ahead
on the immediate recommendations of the Task

Group—exploring the moon, developing the tools

that are needed for systematic exploitation of our

space travel capability, and extracting from the
space program more benefits for those of us who
are earthbound. This means that NASA would con-
tinue its moon flights, perhaps reaching the day
in the 1970s when semi-permanent colonies would
be established on the moon's surface. At the same
time, it would push development of a nuclear rock-

et engine, which would make long-range space
travel more feasible, a space vehicle that could be
landed on earth and used over and over again,

which would reduce the costs of each mission sharp-

ly, and a space station to hold a dozen or so men

that could be flown in orbit around the earth or '

the moon or, when the time comes, Mars.

This kind of program would keep NASA operat-

ing for a while on about the budget it now has. It

would have the advantage of allowing the agency to

keep together the remarkable team of scientists

and engineers it has created by giving them new

and interesting problems to solve. At the same

time, it would encourage those in NASA who want

to tailor the space program to produce more in-

formation directly useful in the solution of earthly

problems—surveys of natural resources, weather

prediction and control, and so on.
, Although parts of the speeches the three astro-

nauts of Apollo 11 delivered to Congress Tuesday

were open pleas for money for future space flights,

they were carefully balanced by the recognition

each man gave to the needs of domestic programs

for the funds that might otherwise be spent in

space. The words of Neil Armstrong, the first man

to walk on the moon, are worth repeating because

they catch the spirit of the delicate balance that

must be made between the dreams for adventure

and the practical realities of life:

Several weeks ago, I enjoyed the warmth of
reflection on the true meaning of the spirit of
Apollo. I stood in the highlands of this nation,
near the continental divide, introducing to my
sons the wonders of nature and pleasures of
looking for deer and elk. In their enthusiasm for

the view, they frequently stumbled on the rocky
trails, but when they looked only to their foot-

ing, they did not see the elk.
To those of you have advocated looking high

we owe our sincere gratitude, for you have
granted us the opportunity to see some of the
grandest views of the Creator. To those of you
who have been our honest critics, we also thank,
for you have reminded us that we dare not
forget to watch the trail.



from the commitment with regard to the moon that President
Kennedy made in 1961. Mr. Nixon indulged in no dramatics;
he did not appear before Congress; and he set no inflex-
ible timetable to be achieved at almost any cost 
The extreme options Mr. Nixon is said to have rejected
were always unreal. There was never any prospect that this
country would abandon manned space flight entirely, or,
conversely, that the United States would give a manned
flight to Mars first priority over its many pressing domes-
tic problems."
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A cool trip to Mars

THE special space Task Group head-
ed by Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
has soundly advised the President to
adopt a slow-but-sure approach to a
manned landing on 'Mars.
Their report, submitted yesterday,

proposes landing a man on Mars no
sooner than the early 1980's, perhaps
not before 1986 and possibly not until
the 1990's.
Mr. Agnew says he favors the 1986

target date as a reasonable compromise
that would muster "broad scientific and
political support."
This would mean a National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration (NASA)
budget of around $4 billion for each of
the next three fiscal years, rising grad-
ually to a peak of $8 billion in the 1980's.
Thus, the nation would ease into its

Mars commitment instead of adopting
the expensive race-ahead tactics of the
$24 billion Apollo moon program.
But even a cool trip to Mars will cost

plenty — and the space scientists hope
to get the most for their money.

For instance, the Task Group mem-
bers — Mr. Agnew, Thomas 0. .Paine of
NASA, Air Force Secretary Robert C.
Seamans and Lee A. DuBridge, the
President's science adviser — proposed
reusable space ships instead of present
craft, which shed their multi-million-
dollar parts like throw-away beer cans.
And they offered their alternative

timetables so that the pace of the Mars
project could be tailored to the availa-
bility of funds.
In short, the President's advisers are

saying it would be a mistake to get out
of space — but a mistake to plunge
ahead regardless of cost.
They recognize the Mars mission

must take its place alongside the other
national needs — some of them very
pressing indeed.
The economic spin-off benefits of

space technology, the challenge of new
worlds beyond our own and the poten-
tial military significance of space ven-
tures amply justify the kind of Mars
program the Task Group proposes.
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Slow Boat to Mars
The Apollo 11 astronauts were low-pressure advo-

cates of the space program in their Congressional
appearance yesterday. No one listening to them could
doubt that they would like to see Americans walk
on Mars as soon as possible. But they made it plain
that they knew there are many problems on earth
that cannot be ignored. The result was a modest plea
for a continuing space program having an appreciable
but hardly an overriding priority.
That same reasonable spirit seems to have animated

President Nixon's reaction to the report of a study
group on space exploration, if the President made a
commitment to a manned landing on Mars, as his
press secretary suggested, it was of a very different
character from the commitment with regard to the
moon that President Kennedy made in 1961. Mr. Nixon
indulged in no dramatics; he did not appear before
Congress; and he set no inflexible timetable to be
achieved at almost any cost. About all he seems to
have done is to indicate that it would be a good idea
to land Americans on Mars well within the next half
century and to promise that he'd try to help the
project along within the limits of available resources.

The extreme options Mr. Nixon is said to have
rejected were always unreal. There was never any
prospect that this country would abandon manned
space flight entirely, or, conversely, that the United
States would give a manned flight to Mars first
priority over its many pressing domestic problems.

The intermediate path that will be followed in the
years ahead will depend upon the most varied factors
from the progress made in curing the ills of the cities
to the new challenges in space that the Russians and
others are likely to pose. The space age is here to
stay, but the precise contours of how far and how
fast this nation will go in the decades ahead will
have to be determined on a pragmatic basis, almost
year by year and Administration by Administration.
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Mars Can Wait
The Space Task Group's recom-

mendation against making an early,
hard-and-fast decision on schedul-
ing a manned expedition to Mar.s
was sensibly made and has been
sensibly accepted. The project is
much too ambitious and will be
much too costly to be fitted head-
long to a timetable. Mr. Nixon has
approved a "balanced" space pro-
gram which contemplates the pos-
sibility of a Marlian landing per-
haps in the mid or late 1980's,
perhaps before the end of the cen-
tury, perhaps not until sometime
after the year 2000.
So far as can be seen now the

"balance" is the strongest point of
the endeavor to formulate plans
for the future space exploration.
The task group proposes that in the
next decade the United States un-

dertake instrumental tours and
probes of the planets (including
Mars of course), further manned
study of the moon, development of
a reusable space shuttle which
could serve as a large space lab-
oratory and of a nuclear-powered
rocket. Much of this would be essen-
tial to an attempt to put men on
Mars in any case, and all of it
promises to advance knowledge of
the solar system.
As for Mars, the eagerness to

reach it has to be tempered by a
very sober, prudent consideration
of all the pressing needs' of the
country and the earth. It is not
something to mhich we can, or
should, commit ourselves and the
future in a fit of adventurous and
extremely expensive impatience.
Fortunately, it seems that scien-
tists and Washington are now
wisely agreed on that.

• THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR Wednesday, September 17, 1969

Pace for spnce
President Nixon's task force on space

offers useful guidance for the American
space program over the next decade. A
manned orbiting station, a space shuttle,
a nuclear-powered rocket, unmanned
probes, and satellites for communication,
meteorology, and navigation these set
the tone and pace for the postmoon phase.

The United States needs a vigorous
space drive. This is a vast, productive.
challenging frontier. There must be, of
course, a thoughtful sharing of funds with
the more urgent and immediate programs
here on earth. .A. proposed $4 billion
budget for each of 10 years may be overly
ambitious. But even the eventual manned
landing on Mars should not be jettisonrc:.
An orbiting space station would be a

gate-opener for further explorations, be-
sides affording essential experience in
space living. The space shuttle would,
economically, get men to the orbiting sta-
tion, bring intelligence data back to earth,
launch unmanned vehicles. The nuclear
rocket would power, someday, the great
ship for Mars.
The essential aerospace companies need

a continuity if they are to maintain their
talent assemblages and financial stability.

Someday, the American space program

may become a worldwide project, includ-

ing the Soviets. But as of now it is up to
President Nixon to assure that the United
States carries on adequately with its well-
begun space odyssey.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

October 17, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. FLANIGAN

L,e,c-auu- #

I discussed George Lowe with Lee DuBridge today.
DuBridge emphasized Lowe's technical management
capabilities. I mentioned our concern about his
ability to fill such a 4:61:146Dositi.5.3 4;hiplPtitsysid=bre much
broader gaugeknd our concern about react' from the
scientific corn uni y to the namingOt s e

-.4- acr
identifiedAwa t e anned space flight engineering part
of NASA 40-414.€0-41,44.p.i.t.y-pQ sitie4a. DuBridge concurred in
the apprehension, but clearly does not want to go counter
to Torn Paine. He is, however, running a second check
on Lowe with Charles Townes.

Since we probably do not want to buck Paine on this issue
• .by forcing a deputy on ham -€434 of his choosing, 144-Fa.e 
suggest

-
suggest the following;

-.1...e4-kiAs _propose to Paine that some reorganization of NASA
at thislime is 40miveniag. sensible. The broad outline and
purposes of the reorganization should be discussed with us,
but of course Paine should have wide latitude in the details.
We should emphasizee--howuvex, our concern about NASA's
public image and Et43-ettt the future emphasis of NASA programs.
We should suggest that a new Presidential appointment position
be established in NASA at executive pay level IV, to be called
Deputy Administrator for Science and Appli iczn.s here
are now only two Presidential appointees, . , eve]. II,
and Deputy P4-r-eetse-r , level III). W-e--&euld-.1..easz.e_aper—tiada.

-444--e€4,041-  /-0•N
-SCiell C e and Applicatiri_tc.—t-ite- D-epttty--D4-r-e-c.-tar_Qr_tht__. . . .: A t-te.d-

• • a •• •
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tEti wouht be compas-eci-e-f-the-two
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I think this is a useful step at this time for several reasons.
There is widespread 9oncern taaerrg-the scientific communit

that the scientific of space exploration and the pos ible
uses of space for scientific research are not being given adequate

attention. There is a fair amount of concern within the Govern-

ment that NASA should pay more attention to applications and

scientific objectives now that the lunar landing goal has been

achieved; I think this is in general accord with the Administration's

viewpoint. Our concern about George Lowe's capabilities to

represent the entire range of NASA activities also suggests that

another person should be added to comple en Lowe's fi e but
n rrow capabilities.

I think this would be a very good move from the standpoint of the
Administration's public image and also for NASA. If you agree,

I will pursue the matter in more detail with Dr. DuB ridge and

talk with you again before we bring the matter up with Paine.

For your information, our candidate for the No. 2 slot,

Gordon MacDonald, was offered the chief scientist's role in

NASA, which is a relatively low-level position and he has turned

it down. Needless to say, I think he would be a prime candidate

for the new slot.

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant



December 22, 1969

Tom:

Here is a copy of the
marked-up draft statement
on space, which I got from
Huebner.

See also article in the
Post this morning.

Eva



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

Nov 18, 1969

FOR CTW

FROM WEK

I have arranged for a CIA briefing on the
Russian space program for 10:30, Friday,
November 21st, in Room 282. You are
welcome to attend if you so desire.



(Huebner) JK December 17, 1969

•_S_LARgested  Statement on Saace

1. %,""
Just one year ago this week, ma-n-k-i-n-cl--ha-cl—i-t--s first opp.o.r.tunity

t•o-s-e-a the Earth as it appears from the Moon. We saw it, as

_Archibald MacLeish wrote last Christmas Day, "as it truly is, small

and blue and beautiful in that ete.rnal silence where. it floats." In the

one short year since that time, men from our planet have walked on

the Moon's surface on two occasions. With these unforgettable ex-

periences, we have gained a new perspective on ourselves and our

world.

1 believe.that these accomplishments should help us gain a ncw

pe-rspective on our program in space, as well. Having cornpletc.!cl

that giant leap into the future which has been our goal for the past

•decade, we must now define new goals which n-lake sense for the Seven-

ties. We must decide intellic,ently just what it is we want to do and we

must do it well. But we 2-nust also understand that -- with the entire

future and the entire universe before us -- we should not try to do

everything at once. Our approach must continue to be bold -- but it

must also be balanced.

In my judgment, three purposes should guide our space program

"inqte years to come.

The first is exploration. From time immemorial, rna.n has in-

sistc.:d on venturing into the unknown, despite his inability to pre.clic:t



precisely the value of any given exploration. He has been willing to

take risks, willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences.

Man has come to feel that such quests are worthwhile in and of them-

selves -- for this is one way in which he expresses his spirit and

expands his vision. A great nation must always be an exploring nation

if it wishes to remain great.

The second purpose of our space program is scientific knowledge,

a greater systematic understanding about ourselves and our universe.

-G-n each of our al-tik,,c9A space flights, man's total information about

nature hasp
 
expanded n.4.a-ny-foldi the human race was able to learn more

about the moon in a few hours last summer than it had learned in all
•,reke-4

the centuries that had gone before. The heroes who perform this im-,

portant work are not only those who walk in spacesuits while millions

watch or
A
launch powerft3.1- rockets in a burst of flan -Iv4:os4. of our

scientific proguss comes in laboratories and offices, where countless

quibt heroes decipher new facts and add them to old ones in ways which

reveal new truths. The abilities of these scientists constitute one of

our most valuable -n-a-tur-al- resources; our space program should help

them in their work and should be attentive to their suggestions.

The third goal of the United States' space effort is that of applica-

tion -- turning the lessons we learn in space to the benefit of life on

Elrth. Such lessons are manifold: they range from new medical
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'insights o new methods of communication, from new management

techniques to new wa.ys of providing energy. But these lessons clo not

apply themselves; we naust n-lalce a concerted effort to see tha.t the

results of our learning are used to the maximum advantage of all

mankind.

Wc rnust sec our space effort, then, not only as an adventure of

today but also as an investment in to3norrow. We did not go to the

Moon merely for the sport of it. To be sure, these undertakings have

provided an exciting adventure for all mankind and we are proud to

have been the people to meet this challenge. But the rnost important

thing about these accomplishn-ients is what they promise for the future.

We must realize that space travel will be a part of our lives for the

rest of time. We must think of it as a continuing process -- one

_ which goes on clay in and clay out, year in and year out -- and not as

a series of separate leaps, requiring massive concentrations of energy

and will and accomplished on cra.sh timetables. What we do in space

1 from here on i.i.:_iInust become a norrnal and regular part of our national
life and rnust therefore be planned in conjunction with all of the other

goals which are also in-Tortant to us. / -dr V/7/
c?4''''A

Earlier this year I established the Space Task Group to reviewA

possibilities for the future of our space program. I have studied their

conclusions carefully and have reached the following answers to the
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question: "Where do we go from here?"

I. We should continue to explore the Moon. Future Apollo

manned lunar landings should be paced so as to maximize our scien-

tific return from this project, always providing, of course, for(
,i

lb..th ae_dultst91,-N,i\J„.1-not imptiir the safety of those who undertakeD

these missions.

2. We should move ahead with bold explorations of the planets

and the solar system. During the next decade we willlaunch —
e-1--•-c--1-,--r4;7,..o-

craft toevery planet and to explore the vast space between P' •
4-I, 0 -.1 de 74

them. j )NT/e plan to 1-a-nd- an unmanned spacecraft,. l Mars in-49-73. Id-
!J./ a eMeanwhile, new scientific satellites of many types also will be launched

into Earth orbit to explore near,.the Earth and to bring us new informa-
-244--

tion about the universe beyond.

3. We should lower the cost: of space launches: Our present

rocket technology will provide a reliable launch capability for some

time. 13-0C.Z.,ILFJ_cgatirrn—V-4-a-utIeh-vc c s t--i-n-v

tor -wifi

u s pen cl-the-p r o d-u tic n-of-- t he- Sa n-V-far-th

-reS-tirne-d--latcr-a-s--the--nees1--ar-is•es— Building for the

longer rznge future, we will begin to design a reusable space shuttle,
-r

1

.14,#•...- /V(

a 4ek-ct-- that can be iii•-ed, returned to earth, and used again for later I/4-- /-..-, irr--
launchings. This space launching capacity will be c....L-vlaal.11-o--fe-r a wide

c{...,., < „.: Je e„......„.....„4,-.•.,....
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range of scientific, defenseiand commercial uses.

4. We should develop an extended space capability for man --

first in Earth orbit and later in space beyond. Wc,viil 1T.incl) an Ex-
aVV.r.=-)

perimental Space Station -- utilizing4Apollo-fe-velltechnology -- and .

will begin :Manned operational missions in it during the next few years.

By the middle of the 1970s, men will be working in space for months

...
at a time. In the coming decade, we will also begin to design an even

ryeta.A., .72,417 . .
longer-lived Space Station Module that will provide a -long-c-r-litange-, :.:/.740... A

space platform. Such a Station also will serve as a building block for
A

manned interplanetary travel., all-elfor-t-whic-11.-will ultimately -i-r±el-udek-

e 

A .
7 .4-sendiryfrmen to explore the planet Mars.,--%, a re.--'"'•' /G.

5. We.must expand earth applications of space technology. The

development of earth resources satellite5-- s-t-r tHazren t• which

can help in such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral

deposits and t-r-a--ei-ng---Erehools--of--fisla -- will enable us to assess our

environment and use our resources more effectively. We will continue

to 4aa-k-e.--Other new applications of space-related technology, especially

in fields such as meteorology, communications, navigation, and air

traffic contro5/\ The very act of reaching out to new worlds can help

man improve the quality of life in this world.

6. We must expand international cooperation in space. In my

address to the United Nations in September, I indicated that the United

• 1.

••

1
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States will take positive concrete steps "toward internationalizing

man's epic venture into space -- an adventure that belongs not to one

nation but to all mankind." I believe that both the adventures and the

applications of space missions should be shared by all peoples. Our

progress will be faster and our accomplishments will be greater if all

nations work together in this effort, both in contributing resources

and in enjoying the results.

017
These 4i-v.e major pc-i-ple-s will produce a space program which

is far-reaching and comprehensive, one which extends our space

• capabilities, expands our scientific knowledge, and puts them to work

on Earth.

The benefits of such a program promise to be substantial. We

will seek to finance this program with a level of expenditures that will

permit our space effort to make steady progress, year by year, in a

manner which is consistent with our need to meet other important

national objectives.

In a fe.v., days we will, enter a new decade. As we do so, we are

conscious of the fact that man is also entering a new historic era. For

the first time, we are exploring beyond our planet; for the first time,

we will think of ourselves as men from the planet Earth. It is my hope

that we can plan and work in a way which makes .Us proud both of the

planet from which we come and of our *ability to travel beyoild it.



Saturday 12/20/69

155 Terry in John Brown's office says they need
something to give to the President re the
attached.

She is asking for a call right back.

2167

1



Saturday 12/20/69

3:55 Tom dictated a note for me to dictate to Marie for
Flanigan's signature, as follows:

Memo for the Staff Secretary — from PMF

"The Presidential statement on the space program
is currently planned for Tuesday release. It
reflects the decisions you made during the past
month regarding NASA budget matters. Attached
is a draft; any changes are not expected to be
significant.

4:10 Tom had me call Marie and tell her to forget the note.
Also to call Terry in John Brown's office and tell her
the whole thing is up in the air. If she needs to know
anything, have her call Cole. Cole or Tom will
be in touch about the final arrangements.



ACTION MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

Date: Tuesday, December 2, 1969

LOG NO.: 2326

Time: 2:00 p.m.

FOR ACTION: P. Flanigan cc (for information):

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY

DUE: Date: Zrr Dec emberfr( 1969 Time: 2:00 p.m.

SUBJECT:

Presidents request for a report on the present plans for the
anitouncement of the decision on the Space Program.

ACTION REQUESTED:

X For Necessary Action

Prepare Agenda and Brief

For Your Comments

REMARKS:

For Your Recommendations

Draft Reply

Draft Remarks

Please submit your report to the Office of the Staff Secretary.

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.

If you have any questions or if you anticipate a
delay in submitting the required material, please
telephone the Staff Secretary immediately.

Irk-t
K. R. COLE, JR.
For the President
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

December 2, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR PETER FLANIGAN

An article in the President's news summary noted that the space
program seems to be sinking into a political swamp. It notes that
there is confusion among scientists and in the government about
what the future should be. It is almost time for the President to
make a decision regarding the program and the "political climate
is not favorable to any decision." Therefore the White House had
better be ready for a "political hurricane" when the President
does decide what to do.

On reading this the President inquired as to when public release
of this decision is scheduled. He notes that the week after next
might be an appropriate time.

Would you please submit a report to the President on the present
plans for announcement of this decision.

Thank you.

-nt.4
JOHN R. BROWN III
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Future of
By D. J. R. BRUCKNER
Special to The Inquirer
And Los Angeles Times

WASHINGTON.
ACK' on earth, the whole

FL) space program seems to
be sinking in some kind. of
political • swamp. There is

'confusion. among the scien-
tific and technological com-
munities about the future of
the program, and much more
,da..gerous confusion in the
'government. The men of
Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 have
pdared so much; it would be a
setback for. mankind if that
daring were not followed up
by enduring and useful , ac-
kcomplishments.

The time Is fairly close
that the Nixon Administration
must decide the next phase
of the space program for,.
say, 10 or 15 years. The poli-
tical climate is not favorable
to any deci:lon. The immedi-
ate problem is bound to be

race. Prgram
money. The President is de-
termined to hold down the
budget, and available funds
will continue to go down the
drain in Vietnam for a long
time if he persists in his ap-
parent determination to wind
down the war very slowly. -
Congress and the public are

filled with calls for spending
the space budget on earth-
bound, even strictly domes-
tic, programs. When Pres-
ident John F. Kennedy in
1961 committed the nation to
a moon landing in a decade,
he was widely criticized and
even ridiculed. Vice Pres-
ident Spiro Agnew this year
came under heavy fire when
he suggested sending men t
Mars. The formidable public
relations team at the White
House had best be prepared
for a political hurricane when
President Nixon finally de-
ck:es what to do next.

WHAT has happened this
year in space is aston-

ishing. After a' decade of men
flying short hops like, so
many robots, suddenly two
crews have not only managed

• to land on the moon, but to
work on it.' In between the
two Apollo flights, the Rus-
sians had multiple crews ex-

• perimenting with the
mechanics and technology of
putting instruments together
in space. Mariner went to
Mars and exposed it to
earth's scientists in vivid de-
tail. It seems almost impos-
sible to assimilate the knowl-
edge that has burst up on us.
This seems to be one of the

roots, along with money wor-
ries, of the crisis of person-
nel in the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration
and the scientific community.
The scientists want more
time, more pure study; the
spacemen want .more explor-

s Reon.,chL,17..,„
ttion. There is a crisis of

confidence here which mir-
rors a much larger crisis of
confidence in technology
which is sweeping the nation.
The optIons outlined by the

President's space task group
in September are impressive,
and all of them politically
troublesome. The five main
ones are: International coop-
eration, which could be justi-
fied on the grounds of cost-
sharing as well as peace-
making; construction of
space stations; vastly in-
creased exploration of the so-
lar system in the pursuit of
life-science knowledge; mili-
tary applications of space,
and services ,to the earth-
bound.

* .* .0

WHATEVER decisions are
made on the other op-

tions, the politics of space
will undoubtedly • require
some work on the last one. If

the commitment can be
made, the prospects are thrill-
ing. For the first time we
have the ability to look at
earth as an object, from out-
side, and, as the hand is di-
rected to what the eye sees,
to use the earth more intelli-
gently.
Control of traffic and com-

munications can be done
much better from space.. The
resources of earth, including.
minerals and crops, and the
quality of these resources,
can be analyzed from space
more intelligently, and as a
whole; the relationships be- '
tween resources also become
much more evident. In a'
word, we can find out the
total dimensions and conse-
quences of what we choose to
do with the planet we live on.
Beyond that, the chance to

exploit the moon is a com-
manding prospect. After all,
mankind has never had the

N.‘.\\\:‘\‘'%\ slk.V.\\IM4W\V4W1kik WW*VV4 '%•\1•\* ft\k sks\‘,W•\\)̀ 1 ‘ 1̀1.% sk'434 l''‘'\Vr`Vs" • W,V.
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chance to create another
world.

is,

BUT we are at a critical
LI point in making deci-
sions. All over the world poliN
tics seems to be turning
away from space. Even the,
Russians, after their most re-
cent Soyuz flights, have said
it will take them at least five
years to master the techniques
of building a space station. And
in this country, where so much
technology has been used to
destroy people and environ-
ment, educatrrs have begun to
express fright because so
many of the bright young men
are turning away from science
and technology.. gt;
The Apollo 12 crew has

dared and done such brilliant
things; they come back to a
frightened world which seems
to doubt its chances. of • ac-
complishing anything.___

'
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

TO: Z);.02__

FROM: Peter Flanigan

FYI

Draft reply

Please Handle 

File

Other remarks
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Friday 12/12/69

11:50 John Brown's office was checking on
plans for the release of the Space Program decision.

As you suggested, advised Terry in his office
that you were working on it and hoped to have
something by next Wednesday (12/17).

2617



Saturday 12/20/69

1:55 Terry in John Brown's office says they need

something to give to the President re the

attached.

She is asking for a call right back.

2167



December 19, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE STAFF SECRETARY

Subject: Comments on Proposed Presidential
Statement on Space
Log No. 2530

9-)>
I am in full agreement with the draft space statement,
with the minor suggestions noted on the attached. cevirt...0

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

Attachment

cc: Mr. Flanigan /
Mr. Whitehead
Mr. K rieg sman
Central Files

CTWhitehead:jm



Comments on Proposed Presidential Statement on Space

1. Page 4, line 8: Change to "During the next decade we
will launch spacecraft... " since several spacecraft,
not just one, will be involved.

2. Page 5, line 1: Add "—both manned and unmanned. "
for clarity and to please NASA.

3. Page 5, lines 8 and 9: Change to "provide a space
platform for the longer-range future. "for clarity and
to avoid any interpretation that the President is com-
mitting himself to early development of this very
expensive system.

4. Page 5, line 12: Change to "We should expand... "for
consistency.

5. Page 5, lines 17 and 18: Change to "... space-related
technology in a wide range of fields such as... "for
more scope.

6. Page 6, 4 lines from bottom: Change to "...our planet;
for the rest of time, " to carry out the theme set in the
introduction.
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(Huebner) JK December 17, 1969

• Suggested  Statement on Space

Just one year ago this week, n-l-a-n-k-i4-441--ha44t-s first op-punity

-to—s-ec the Earth as it appears from the Moon. We saw it, as

Archibald MacLeish wrote last Christmas Day, "as it truly is, small

and blue and beautiful in that eternal silence where it floats." In the

one short year since that time, men from our planet have walked on

the Moon's surface on two occasions. With these unforgettable ex-

periences, we have gained a new perspective on ourselves and our
-•-- _

I believe that these accomplishments should help us gain a new

perspective on our program in space, as well. Having completed

that giant leap into the future which has been our goal for the past

decade, we must now define new goals which make sense for the Seven-

ties. We must decide intelligently just what it is we want to do and we

must do it well. But we must also understand that -- with the entire

future and the entire universe before us -- we should not try to do

everything at once. Our approach must continue to be bold -- but it

must also be balanced.

In my judgment, three purposes should guide our space program

'in die years to come.

The first is exploration. From time immemorial, man has in-

sisted on venturing into the unknown, despite his inability to predict
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precisely the value of any given exploration. He has been willing to

take risks, willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences.

Man has come to feel that such quests are worthwhile in and of them-

selves -- for this is one way in which he expresses his spirit and

expands his vision. A great nation must always be an exploring nation

if it wishes to remain great.

The second purpose of our space program is scientific knowled{,Ye,

a greater systematic understanding about ourselves and our universe.

vt/
-0-11 each of our a:4)-oe-n,t: space flights, man's total information about

nature has, expandedna-any-foldi the human race was able to learn more

ab-out the moon in a few hours last summer than it had learned in all
eltAit.174 •

the centuries that had gone before. The heroes who perform this im-
,

. portantwork are not only those who walk in spacesuits while millions
_t,/,,,,,e

watch orAlaunch 1)owerf41- rockets in a burst of flam • Mo-st of our

scientific proguss comes in laboratories and offices, where countless

qui'et heroes decipher new facts and add them to old ones in ways which

reveal new truths. The abilities of these scientists constitute one of

our most valuable flat-up-al- resources; our space program should help

them in their work and should be attentive to their suggestions.

The third goal of the United States' space effort is that of applica-

tion -- turning the lessons we learn in space to the benefit of life on

F-Irth. Such lessons are manifold: they range from new medical
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insights .to new methods of communication, from new management

techniques to new ways of providing energy. But these lessons do not

apply themselves; we must make a concerted effort to see that the

results of our learning are used to the maximum advantage of all

mankind.

We must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure of

today but also as an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to the

Moon merely for the sport of it. To be sure, these undertakings have

provided an exciting adventure for all mankind and we are proud to

have been the people to meet this challenge. But the most important

thing about these accomplishments is what they promise for the future.

We must realize that space travel will be a part of our lives for the

rest of time. We must think of it as a continuing process -- one

which goes on day in and day out, year in and year out -- and not as

a series of separate leaps, requiring massive concentrations of energy

and will and accomplished on crash timetables. What we do in space

[from here on in must become a normal and regular part of our national

life and must therefore be planned in conjunction with all of the other

goals which are also important to us.

Earlier this year 1. established the Space Task Group to reviewA

possibilities for the future of our space program. I have studied their

conclusions carefully and have reached the following answers to the
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question: "Where do we go from here?"

I. Wc should continue to explore the Moon. Future Apollo

manned lunar landings should be paced so as to maximize our scien-

tific return, from this project, always providing, of course, forEir

1 inaplir the safety of those who undertake

these missions.

2. We should move ahea.d with bold explorations of the planets

of14-m-4;
and the solar system. During the next decade we will

A
launch s---P----pace-q

0-44,--1.4,-0.-,,,. 1--
craft to o-bs.e.r....u.e every planet and to explore the va.st space betw en„riPpi, 147/3 . 4---.4A.-10-4 ..-l^ 0 I
them. Ye/e plan o 14141a. an unmanned spacecraftea Mars in-I-97-3-. id- -11r?-='-''''''.12e.... _ez
e el 0.44.1. ........„1.11.-,e1,4_,„224. .
Meanwhile, new scientific satellites of many types also will be launched.

into Earth orbi.t to explore near,the Earth and to bring us new informa-
ai

tion about the universe beyond.

3. We should lower the cost of space lit-ttn-e-laes-.-- Our present

rocket technology will provide a reliable launch capability for some

time.

tor ra-r-e-sulli-oi anne-d-r ate-o f-luna-r-explo tion e-w al

su &pen cl-t tre f-t h e -Satur r-th e-i rn m Su-tu r-e,— T-h

pr-o-ducti-on-e-an-be-res-unied-late-r-as-the-nees1--ar-is-es_ Building for the

longer r,nge future, we will begin to design a reusable space shuttle,
......,41.-!....s.,,,...,.& 2,„„.41

a -r-Gek-et- that can be fired, returned to earth, and used arrain for later i/
b.._ -.-e-7 ,. ,../...... / y -..„,:2=77..t.; . / ..-F... ,..,. "1, • .4.04 . _ is..... e?..:41',...:( yr,

launchings. This spztce launching capacity will be zr_1_,..1,a1.11.1. e.--fe-r a wide
4\ Av / i

e.&,.1-4.-e • -, //e- et-e'e.e-w''".: '471d.



range of of scientific, defenseiand commercial uses.

4. We should develop an extended space capability for man --

first in Earth orbit and later in space beyond. We ill 1 unc an Ex-

perimental Space Station ve-14echnology — and

will begin manned operational missions in it during the next few years.

By the middle of the 1970s, men will be working in space for months

at a time. In the coming decade, we will also begin to design an even

longer-lived Space Station Module that will provide a -Ifyrrg-c-rang-c-

-)4--- t4
space platform. Such a Station lso wip serve as a building block forA
manned interplanetary travel, a-Fk-elfo-r-t-whic-h-w-ill ultimately ed

sendilig-men to explore the planet Mars, n
t

CP)

5. We.must expand earth applications of space technology. The

development of ei&rth resources satellite5-- which

can help in such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral

deposits and ta..-a-eing -- will enable us to assess our

environment and use our resources more effectively. We will continue

i %44'4--to t ake-Other new applications of space-related technology, especially

in fields such as meteoroloq, cormunications, navigation, and air

Aid .•-"rd.1::-.--"" •
traffic control3/1 The very act of reaching out to new worlds can help

man improve the quality of life in this world.

6. We must expand international cooperation in space. In my

address to the United Nations in September, I. indicated that the United
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States will take positive concrete steps "toward internationalizing

man's epic venture into space -- an adventure that belongs not to one

nation but to all mankind." I believe that both the adventures and the

applications of space missions should be shared by all peoples. Our

progress will be faster and our accomplishments will be greater if all

nations work together in this effort, both in contributing resources

and in enjoying the results.
0/4...r.

These -f-i-ve major p-r-frrci-pl-e-s will produce a space program which

is far-reaching and comprehensive, one which extends our space

• capabilities, expands our scientific knowledge, and puts them to work

on Earth.

The benefits of such a program promise to be substantial. We

will seek to finance this program with a level of expenditures that will

permit our space effort to make steady progress, year by year, in a

manner which is consistent with our need to meet other important

national objectives.

In a fe.w days we will enter a new decade. As we do so, we are

conscious of the fact that man is also entering a new historic era. For

the first time, we are exploring beyond our planet; for the first time,
•

we will think of ourselves as men from the planet Earth. It is my hope

that we can plan and work in a way which makes Us proud both of the

planet from which we come and of our 'ability to travel beyoiJd it.



December 22, 1969

To: James Schlesinger

From: Carole Koritko

Attached is a copy of the
NASA budget memo, per the
request of Tom WhLtehead.

cc: Mr. Whitehead!
Carole Koritko

EDaughtrey
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SECRETARY

RE% Log No. 2510 (.N.A2A

I Eulr(nit (-Ito fo11o\vin3 rocenvt-nerr.-lationr; with rer:pr_tct to Dr, lpoine's
lett•or of Dn.c...rnlic.:r 17, 1969, a)pc.aling the rcy.1iv:.Ition in NASAv
1971 1)!..1,-.3.cct.

A. Tho Eaturn V p-i-octiort ...,:hott1d be imfTended.

Zifort on the ,p.--)..co al:11 1,;)cer-?, station. shoi.11.1
be raducei by !;:.( 1,;) h-A.111.0.3 of MEI" fun,:h.

C. 'The froc...?..n.cy of V shoulc1 bo roducci„
witiYin the lir:J.-lit:3 of:-.;aft.:.,ty., to .:-.-;:zte.nd the perio...1 of manned ....1..?ace
fticht,..-1.'n.z.ro:.-ri-t-1-:: .n—r-rc•r.orlt1;,,--97 .1.-nl-/r..-t1-1.17:rct:',.."-t:iin-9-i':'..- (I have
Dr. to con. 7...,:ient -..iirectivir to irp.,.•.! on €1,15 7o1n.t. Dr. Paine

that a EA::: i 3 the
for z'af.v.tY on:1, Law • ninc: month
iiteiva1 i• e t„..1.1)10 .

houi: be el1.1-1.7.:ted a7:3
by the

E. 1-:;.17,./\..0 ELoul..1

F. ProLl-am recluce,1 fronl $737
to $657

rilo net rc:'-ult of theo cianrf v.ifl. edce thcIN,vsA bw.1get to!;:3, 733 beli(we Provirle a tl -
Ia. r.) r y Ynace con...A.;stelltvit.i the proo.,Jecl.

on



3)r. Paine'o program. chanze:;.; to achieve a ::;3, V.)) buflifet

arc unaccer)table to the j',,inair:traCon.. r).

tern-lint-Ilion of the man ,.1 ....n.eraxr1 ii 1972,, of

would be on the Prezict(trxt. Dr. Paille'L pro.grarn bcin

development aryl croateF.; CO flIiiTDiL for very

prograrn::. wilt require et63tantially Inc.3c outlz,..y.:: in

the next few ycarF.;.

I believe we t.;houll not only reaffirm the Pro:Adont‘:,; 70:.) million
decirdoa, btlt :peeify to M..A the above in,:licatcd broad ovitlin.2o

as to how it i to ho.

Pc..1,..r M. 1lzullLaii

Enelo:21..tre

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Kriegsman

Central files
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WAsliirtGToN, D.C. 2054 6

OFFICE OF THE Aor.HificirtATOrt December 17, 1969

The President
The White House
Washington, .b: C. 20500

Dear Mr. Pr'esident:

Faced w:th the necessity, for fiscal reasons, to reconfigure NASA's

FY 1971 Budget well below the level required for a progressive and

balanced space program, we have taken another hard look at the

implications of a NASA FY 1971 Budge! below $4,250 million. NASA

can press forward with a curtailed and. spartan program that keeps

the Saturn V rocket in production at a level of $4,075 million. By

suspending Saturn V production, we can reduce this further to a level

of $3,935 million while still retaining a minimum tenable U.S. position

in space during your Administration. At the $3,700 million level pro-

posed in your meeting with Rudger Director flayo, I believe that the

nation's progress in space would not be acceptable to you and, therefore,

must nppeal for reconsideration. Let me summarize the impact of these

levels, so the final decisions can be reached with a clear understanding

of the consegncnces. Supporting details have been provided to the

Bureau of the Midget.

The Space Program T recommend for your Administration is that developed

by tile' Space Task Group. The STG report hags been very well received.

It provides a well-ftought-out and flexible United States space pro-

gram with sound long-term objectives which will surely stand the test

of time. The STG frogram should become the Nixon Space Program, and,

as a result, I am confident that your Administration will go down in

Lu istory as having established illan's future in space, both nationally

and internationally. If, because of today's severe fiscal constraints

we must sacrifice some current operatioys using previously-developed

systems, so be it. The important thing is to press forward now with

our new program, which represents this Administration's initiatives

in space.

At a NASA budget level of .$4,075 we can produce two Saturn V

rockets per year, thus maintaining production of the free world's only

large booster, developed at a cst of $7 billion. The Soviet Union

is expected to introduce soon a new, even larger rocket with 10-15

willion pounds thrust, versus the Saturn V's 7.5 million pounds. The

new Russian rocket undoubtedly will be used to orbit very large



payloads, although it will not greally surpass the Saturn V in pounds
of payload delivered to orbit because of the higher efficiency of our
hydrogen-oxygen upper stages. If we are willing to accept a suspension
of U.S. manned flight activity after 1974, when Soviet cosmonauts will
probably be carrying out major missions with their new big boosters,
we can postpone further Saturn V production now and save $140 million
in the NASA 1971 Budget. Produrtion of the first two stages of
Saturn V will have to be resumed in a few years to launch the first
module of the space station in the late 1970's. Stopping Saturn V
production woulçl allow us to cut the NASA Budget back to $3,935 million,
which in our assessment is the minimum tenable level.

At a FY 1973 budget level of $3,935 million (with outlays at $3,900
miilion—representing no increase above 1970), we would accept a three-
year gap in U.S. manned space flight from the last of the existing Saturn V's
in 1974 to the first test flight of the new space shuttle in 1978.

At both the $4,075 and $3,935 million levels, we would have to cut a
number of promising scientific and applications projects, reduce further
our work in advanced space technology, and incorporate in our plan a
number of other reductions suggested by the Bureau of the Budget.
Although these are very serious actions indeed, NASA can still carry out
the following projects of major importance to the nation:

First -- We can make an effective and credible start on the key
space station and space shuttle programs that are at the heart
of the Space Task Group recommendations. This will clearly focus
the long-term goals of this Administration's space program on
building the bridge to space Over which people of many nations
will pass in future years to participate in exploration and
utilization programs. True international involvement--including
space station modules and shuttle components developed by other
countries and foreign astronauts—can result from these. new
initiatives.

Second -- We can move forward with economically viable space—
applications in Earth Resources, communications, weather,
navigation-traffic control, and other fields offering prospects
of early substantial practical benefits. This Administration
would be in an untenable position if the space program presented
with your 1971 Budget did not contain a balance of practical
applications of space that are technically and economically
feasible.

Third -- We can carry to completion significant and visible_
major programs like the Viking unmqnned mission to land on Mars
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in the 1.973 opportunity, the manned Apollo Applica
tions orbital

workshop flight in 1972, and other significant
 but less well-

known and less expensive programs of great scientif
ic value.

Eplur.th. -- We can make very effective use of the r
emaining

Saturn V and Saturn 111 vehicles previously procu
red for the

Apollo program. We will change and stretch out the plans on

which our past launch preparations and training
 have been based

and fly ftiture missions at the longest interva
ls that are safe

and practical. We will complete the first phase of lunar ex-

ploration with only four more Apollo flights
: Apollo 13 and 14

in 1970, and Apollo 15 and 16 in 1971. These flights are

essential for a first look at the very differ
ent lunar regions

we can reach with our present vehicles. Apollo 11 and 12 have

shown that areas of the moon thought to be quit
e similar have

surprising differences; the next four flights 
will undoubtedly

turn up new surprises. In addition, they will keep our manned

flight organization together for the launching 
in 1.972 of the

Apollo Applications orbiting space workshop. This spectacular

mission, during which as will be living and working in

space for periods up to 56 days, should provide 
a new U.S. space

climax in 1972 similar to Apollo 11 in 1969.

Finally At. the $3,935 (or $4,075) million level we 
can avoid

a prolonged suspension of U.S. manned flights
 after the 1.972

AAP workshop flight, which would otherwise 
see no U.S. astro-

nauts in space from 3973 to ,l978. With FY 1971 provision for

necessary modifirntinns and equipment, we c
an use the last

remaining Apnllo hardware to undertake si
gnificant new manned

missions after 1972, including two or thr
ee trips to the moon

which would be major advances beyond earl
ier flights. In 1.973

a jeep-like electric vehicle can be car
ried to allow U.S.

astronauts to explore—with live televisi
on—exciting new terrain

unlike lunar areas previously reached. 
The scientific returns

should be groat and popular interest will
 be high. Alternatively,

one of the last three remaining Satu
rn V's could be used to

launch a second earth orbiting worksh
op.

bq_Ret vere_sut_tp. $1,700 millipn, U.S. 
manned flight activity

would end in 1.972 with an uncertai
n date for resumption many years

in the future. We would also have to make further s
ignificant and

serious reductions in other importa
nt programs, as described in the

detailed material furnished to the
 Bureau of the Budget. I strongly

urge you to select one of the 
bolder courses at $4,075 million or

$3,935 million, depending on you
r final decision on the desirability

of continued production of Sa
turn V's for manned flight after 1974.

A hiatus in U.S. manned flight
s from 1975 to 1978 could be acceptab

le
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with an advanced new shuttle and space station in final development,

and U.S. and free world astronauts in training together for future
shuttle and space station operations. I cannot recommend to you,

however, the prolonged suspension of U.S. manned flight operations
after 1972 that would result from a $3,700 million Budget.

• In conclusion, let me address two matters which the Director of the

• Budget asked that I bring specifically to your attention:

1. Work at Universities -- NASA does need at least $10 million. -
of the 'funds deleted by the BOB for our space work at mini-
versities. These funds are required to support NASA's
current missions and the nation's long-term objectives in
space. Inclusion of these funds is consistent with the
policy Dr. DuBridge disrussed with you--with which I agree--
that mission agencies like NASA should continue to support
university work they need done in their finlds, while
general support of university science remains a question
for the National Science Fonndation.

2. Electronics Research Center -- I believe strongly that NASA
should not be required to close this important Center, and
that it is essential to restore the $17 million in question
to the NASA Budget. :Future aerospace operations of greater
reliability and economy require major technical advances
in electronics systems. Nearly half of NASA's Budget is
in electronics, and we mnst drastically reduce our costs
here--a prime mission or this Center. In addition,
advanced air traffic control is a vital part of future
aeronautical system developments. Non-NASA considerations

reinforce this view. Other ageneies'face serious long-term
problems whose solutions require advances in electronics
technology. For example, John Volpe and Jim Beggs at the
Department of Transportation have strongly urged me and

the Director of the Budget to maintain NASA's Electronics
Research Center in connection with the NASA-DOT joint work
out vital air traffic control R&D.

Both the university and ERG budget items are included in
the $3,935 million recommendation.

I have written frankly, Mr. President, to lay the nation's space needs

before you in realistic terms. The integrity and reputation that NASA

has painstakingly earned by delivering on extremely difficult tasks

within stated budget and time limits are assets we cannot afford to
diminish. Sip, ;"66 our space program has already been reduced
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$2 billion--a greater percentage than any other sector of the Budget.

We have in the last four years reduced direct employment on NASA work

from 420,000 down to 190,000. A FY 1971 Budget of $3,935 million will

further reduce nation-wide direct employment on NASA projects to about

170,000. This is a major decrease in aerospace employment, but One

NASA CrIn livn with in Otis timn nr austerity.

I believe I would be extremely remiss and do you and your Administration

a disservice if I did not place before you as you reach these important

decisions on America's future in space the relevant facts, consequences,

and potentialities. I firmly believe that no other part of your

Administration offers you as fine an opportunity for forward-looking

and timely leadership. It is in this spirit that I request additional

consideration of NASA's Budget.. I strongly recommend that you establish

the NASA FY 1.971 Budget at $4,075 million or $3,935 million, depending

on your decision to keep the Saturn V in production to eliminate the

gap in U.S. manned space flight after 1974. This strong leadership

will have an enduring impact on man's future in space.

I look forward to the opportunity to discuss these critical matters

with you at your earliest opportunity. You can be sure that whatever

your decision, the entire NASA organization will continue to do its

very best to ensure that you and the nation are proud of the resulting

accomplishments.

Respe,. tfully yours,

••••"

T. 0. Paine
Administrator

6
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REQUIRED REDUCTXOS TO RASA bUDGEy AT VA' G LOTM
FY 1971 OWTS

VASA Ludget Submission (to support STG Report) S4 503

1. Apollo/Lunar - Reduce from 3 flights to 2 flights
in FY 1971 and rephase LEM. -45

2. Space Station and Shuttle - Reduce fundin3 from '
$268M to $150M - slip completion of Phase B&C -118

3.. Reduce Advanced Missions and Supporting Technology
.for Manned Space Flight from $2111 to .$144 .7

4. Slip Nimbus, AS F&G, and Physics Explorers, and
reduce Launch Vehicle Support -28

5. Reduce Nuclear Program from $60M to $401.1 42
6. Reduce Space Technology ($101) and Aeronautics ($sn) 45
7. Reduce Sustain.:7.ng Univarsity.YrogLm ($26M to $1111) .15
8.. Reduce Technology Utiliz•tion from $5M to $/;:4 _1
9. Reduce Facilities .12

10. Eliminate LE.1V2 -40
.11. Revie Lunar schedule av:1 ecfer moclifications

until after ALA; T.-95
12.. Proior, for tart oz 2nd Wor45hopCA ia t lunar

payload
13. Reduc: on3in, facWts from $251 to $15::! 40
14. Slip 1.12,0, P.oduce OSSA snT ar.d iuch VoM.cle Support -24
15. Rr....duce Sce Technology cffort -20
16. Reduce OTOA . F .

17. RcPi - Delete preposed nevi posl.tit)ns
18. CofE Delete proposed facilities .9

Veil Total
19 Suppozld Saturn V proluctiezi 400
20. Appliz:ation of FY 1970 Saturn V fonds

Neu Total P-3
21. Delete 1R Ca) -10
22. Apollo Lunar - Delete all rO.cJIis payload

effort, and flight plaos a5.ter 1972 -121,
23. Delete plans for 2nd Uorkshw -39
24. Delete ilav;.gaticpn and Traffic Control Satellite -7
25. Delete 1172L0 -4
26. Reduce Aeronautics to FY 1c.:70 low:1 -20
27. Pcduce CTDA
28. Eliminate University Program -11
29. Eliminate ERC or fux.ther rcauce 4.ollo/Lnnar -17

lleo Total • $3.700

ri6
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riATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

Office of the Administrator

December 18, 1969

Mr. Tom Whitehead
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

Dr. Paine thought the attached copy of the
speech he is to give in Houston this evening
might be helpful to you in preparing the
President's statement on our next decade
in space.

Clare F. Farley
Executive Officer

Enclosure



Dr. Thomas 0. Paine
Administrator

National Aeronautics and Space Administrnti3n

Chamber of Commerce
Dinner



We have just heard Dr. Gilruth tell us something about the

history of the national space prouam, and Deka Slayton about the

present. Now I'd like to spend a few minutes talking about the

future.

Texas, incidentally, is a great place to be talking about the

future, because Texans have been proving for a long time now that

they know how to take positive action to shape the future instead

of just standing around wringing their hands and waiting for the

inevitable to happen.

Here in Texas, if you need an nlzport, you don't build a few

runways and add a few more next year. You build one so big, and of

such advanced desigzL, that it will i;e able to handle any kir.A4 of craft

that comes off the drawing board for years to coma. If one of your

Texas cities, such as Dallas, needs urban renewal, you don't pussyfoot

around and nickel and dime it to death. You send in the bulldozers and

rebuild it from the ground up--a supercity. If you need better highways,

you pour more conc6ete in a few weeks or months than most places can

manage in years. And if you decide you need a new sports stadium,

while other cities keep praying they won't have to call off ballgames

because of the weather, you build the astrodome.
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Not too many years from now—perhaps in the 1980's—we may

be seeing an astrodome on the moon, or at least a structure with

many of its features, being used as a permanent scientific station.

nether it will have astroturf or not I really cannot say at this

time.

A lot'of other things will be happening in the space program

by that time, too, some even more exciting. A manned landing on

Mars is certainly well within the realm of possibility, as one

important mission that could fall within the framework of a vizorous

space program the President's Space Task Group proposed earlier this

fall.

In our final meeting, this group--consisting of the Vice President,

the Budget Director, the Secretary of the Air Force, the President's

Science Advisor, the Undersecretary of State, myself, and several

others—met with the President and proposed to him three basic

developments.

One of these is e "Space Shuttle" rocket plane, a DC-3 of space

transportation, capable of carrying perhaps tan to twenty tons of

payload and a dozen or so passengers from earth up to on orbiting

space station and back. It would be reused many times, converting

space transportation to a low-cost airline mode of operation., The

"Space Shuttle" would support another important development—the

permanent orbiting space stetion that I just mentioned.
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This would be a permanent reseorch focility in space. It would

be launched in modular form; every year a few more pieces would be

added, co that over a decade a. facility able to support a hundred

acientiszo and engineel:o would evolve. They would look outward to

the stars and planets, inward to earth. In the space environment,

free of earth's grovity, it will be possible to conduct many new

experiments on materials, structures, and processes, quite different

from anything we can do in laboratories here on earth. And as the

laboratory circles the globe every 90 minutes, studies can be made

of earth resources, air and water pollution, farmo, forests, and

fisheries, and a host of other things.

A third development we proposed to the President is tLa =IVA

nuclear rocket engine, which can pack far greater power than present

chemical fueled rocket into 4 much smaller pockaz;e. It is nuclear

energy that will really usher in the hge of space, and make it

possible to travel much deeper into the solar syotem.

With these three developmento, a space shuttle to fly men and

supplies up to a permanent space station from which an efficient nuclear

shuttle can fly out to the moon and back many times, great economies

in space operations can be achieved. You can see that we've basically

proposed to the President for the next decade is the development and

operation of a new law-coat space transportation system, from earth to

orbit, and from orbit to moon.
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The key to the kind of reliability and economy we need for such

a transportation system is reusability—we must stop throwing away

the vehicle after each flight. I've heard the Texas stories about

haw you throw away your Cadillacs when the ashtrays are full. Well,

Bob Gilruth tops this when he throws away a hundred million dollar

vehicle after each ride. With the acw space shuttle concept, we

hope to be able to empty the ashtrays quite a few times, and cut

coats to only a tenth of today'c costs.

But while we are building this new transportation system, we will

also be continuing many activitiea—and starting new ones--to make

life better hare on spacecraft Earth.

We wAll be orbiting Earth Resources Technology Satellitea which

will use special sensors to give us a new look at global mineral

wealth, global agriculture, oaacmaa3raphy, forestry, geology, air and

water pollution, and a host of other valuable things.

Communicationa satellitea have been in routine commercial uaa for

several yeac now, but within a few years we, will be aeei.ag worldwide

comalunicationa by satellite to a degree that today seems hardly

imaginable. Larger communications satellites, for example, can cut

the coat of overseas telephone calls by more than hmlf. They will

allow direct radio and televiaion brocdenata to homes, offices,

remote villages, and—of major importance—to schools. Very recently,

NASA signed an agreement with India to conduct an experimental program



for directly beaming instructionol television programs to thousands

of Indian villages. The experiment will be the first to provide

direct broadcasting of instructional programs directly from a

satellite into small village receivers without the need for TV

stations on the ground. The projected experiment has been widely

discussed - in international :Zorums including the United Nations end

is regarded as an important pilot test of procedures and progravas

which could speed the advent of notional communicationo systems

in the developing world.

We will see other new services in space communications opening

up in the near future, including air traffic control and navIzation

and worldwide computer-to-computer data links.

One lest comment on communicationc thtt you may not be mare of:

at the annual fall meeting of the Consultation Committee of Inter-

national Telephone Carriers the agendo included assigning an arca

code for the moon!

here in Texas another thing you know quite a bit about is

hurricanes. You know whet weather s3tollites are already doing

routinely in Crocking cowi ho.rriconeo ond predicting their courses

and you appreciate the lives and property that have been saved as a

result. This year ESS A scientists with ueather satellite information

to aid them, carried out the first experimenta that may have changed

5.



a hurricane's direetion and force. It is too early to forecast tha

Lull import of this preliminery work, but the results are encouragini

to soy the lest.

And all these new and increased capabilities from the space

program will be working together - to form the basis for new global

technological and economic advences. Here in Houston you have seen

the stimulus of epee technology as it moves beyond its own confines

and into the general economy. The same thing has been happening all

vi:ouad the great space crescent that extends from our centers in

Mtryland and Virginia, down to Cape Kennedy and the MernUI Space

Flight Center in Alebama, crocs through our Mississippi Test Fzeility

and Michoud Assembly Facility neer New Orleens, on to the Nenned

Spacecraft Center here, and out to our jet Propulsion Laboratory

and Ames Research Center in California. You are undoubtedly following

with great interebt our new developments which will continue to give

technological and economic stimulus to this whole region. One of

the most important is earth resources.

Texas has traditionally been a leader in the utilization of

reeources, of seeing opportunities and making the most of them...When

Henry Ford ceele up uith the then fenrout idea of a mass-produced

automobile, it was Te:ees that responded with the petroleum industry

that made the Model T and its successors such a phenomenal factor

ta the American way of life. After Henry Ford, Texas was never the

same again.
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Whet will be the development of the future that will do for

Texas—and the United Stat and the world--what Henry Vord's

tin lizzia did fifty years ago? Or what Douglas' DC-3 did thirty

years ago?

would suggest to you that the satellite and the spacecraft,

although still in their•infaney, are already beginning to repeat th,z

impact of the autovLobile and the airplane.

The new low-eocla transportatien system will make it increasingly

practicable to manage resources on a global scale. The Pacific Ocean, -
•-•

for 0::ample, wee once a little-travelled barrier. Now we are fast

moving toward a Pacific Basin where once farflung resources can be

readily brought together: oil from Alaska, agricultural resources

from California, the surging manufacturing vitality of Japan, the

mineral resources of Australia, the potential great markets of the

Orient and Latin America. The potential is great, and the jet

transport, supertankers,. satellite comraunications, and other new

technologies will hasten the Pacific boom.

As is always the case with anything new or different, it takes

time for some people to get the message. Eenry Ford, after all, had

free advice fur a good many years on the advantages of getting a ,

horse. But here in Texas you are looking forward instead of back.

This very building, for example, was built in honor of a an whose

great vision played a very important part in getting our national

space program under way—Albert T homes.



Z3o I doa't need L;!:. beat t'a cln:sas for the space program. in

..,t,just happens, however, that ever since the Apollo 11 moo landing

last July, 1 keep hearing one question, with infinite variations,

dozens of times a day.

The question goes something like this: "If we can land on the

moon, why can't we "—and than you fill in the blanks with

whatever you feel frustrated about. It might be anything from

eliminating ioorance, poverty and crime to a cure for hangovers.

Usually the question refers to the Nation's social ills. The

implication isithat by directly applying space-age tcchaology and

management, or by diverting space dollars and talents, the goverrclat

could solve society's human problems. Our severer critics seem

thorou,ghly convinced that, by grounding the astronuut:;, we would

autemically solve all our problems hare on earth.

Well, the vay to solve our problews here is not by destroying

this excellence!

Some wag has said that one L;ood thing about mediocrity is that

you know it is genuine. Well, vc in America—and particularly 'acre

in Texas—are not satisfied with mediocrity, no matter how genuine

it may be. Were in a new e-4:a, an era'when competence and Itteting

commitments is being expected by the public 4; never before. The

space program has set new standards of excellence that arc now

spilling over into many ot:az areas, and encouraging the cor2v:try to

sot new higher levels of aspiration in other areas.
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Surely the achievements of 'Apollo should embolden. us to set

much higher standards sad much higher performance levels in a

nuz6er of areas.

I am convinced that the American public will back bold aspirations,

and they will back large—scale .programs where they are convinced that

the performance will follow. and the commitment will be met.

This country has never shied in the pnst from inventing a new

institutioa that it needs to accomplish its tasks. Wc in7anted TVAo

we invented the Atomic Energy Commission, the G. I. Bill, the

Marshall Plan, and NASA. And I would submit that our striaz of

successes in all these procrams is very impressive indeed.

Ue can accomplish the things that the people of this Nation

want accomplished: We hove the resources: research ,n,(1 educatioa;

technology; cad producoivity. These elements are woven inseparably

Reocarch cducation thc: fvou comes

improved technology, which in turn gives our country ita great

productivity advantage. And this cdvaritoL;e shows up most in new

and cCivanced creas of techuology. it is no coincidence that our

balance of trade, althoush struggling in some areao, ia strongly

favorable in the fieldo NASA. works in: aerospace 4nd computers.

Tha U. S. aircraft industry has a favorable balance of trade of

about 235 percent, exports over imports. That is, our aircraft

eNports over imports is almost three times the total U. S. balance
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of ;.,,ents. And in comp-aters--so2ethinz- else you hzte in Texas

excel in--the balance is sinAlarly favorable. It is in these areaS

of new and advanced technolozy that the United States must continue

to lend if we are to keep our productivity advantages and high

standd of living.

If we can brin3 to all.our earthly proble= the same kind of

eNpetise, tha camo kind of commitent, the same kina of 1dorship

thz:t landed us on the moon, the sky is really not the limit any more.

And there are plenty of jobs to be done, both in space and here oa

the good earth. Let's zot ca uith them.



Thursday 12/18/69

10:00 Mr. Friedlander (Assistant to Mr. Anders) called.
Said they had received an outline copy of the President's
statement from Jerry Wolff. They have prepared
comments on that and can send them to you. They
now understand there will be a short Presidential
statement, followed by a 5-minute statement by the
Vice President, which they're working on.

Wondered if the release was still expected at 11 o'clock
on Tuesday (12/23) -- wondered if you knew that it happened
to be the anniversary of the Apollo 8's orbit of the moon.
Anders will be on the TODAY show that morning.

3 3 0 0



Wednesday 12/17/69

1:10 As Mr. Whitehead requested, called DuBridge, Mayo,
Anders, and Paine's offices to advise that the proposed
message on space is not going out until Tuesday and
we hope to get a copy to them for their comments this
afternoon or tomorrow.



Wednesday 12/17/69

1:10 Advised Mr. Huebner that when they get a draft of
the space message, copies should be sent to:

vFlanigan
.-Klein
Press Office
Paine (if Keogh agrees)
Vice President
1DuBridge
;/Zylayo
/Whitehead
Anyone else Mr. Keogh wants.

oz-vi



OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

Mr. Tom Whitehead
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Tom:

December 17, 1969

Thank you for the draft outline. We like the general
tone and organization. With regard to substance, we
would like to suggest some detailed changes that we
feel are important. Our comments are attached.

Sincerely yours,

(712.th4A

T. O. Paine
Administrator

Attachment



COMMENTS ON DRAFT OUTLINE OF PRESIDENT'S
STATEMENT ON OUR NEXT DECADES IN SPACE

These comments deal principally with the paragraphs on page 2 that

set forth various aspects of the future program.

3. Develop an extended earth orbit capability for man 

We would suggest a slightly different wording that places

emphasis on the Apollo Applications Workshop and its use,

while making clear the difference between this and the space

station.

"An experimental space station built from Apollo

technology will begin operations in the next few years.

This will be a workshop in which men learn how to live

and work in space for longer periods of time. The major

scientific experiment will be a large solar telescope with

which astronauts will study the sun for extended periods.

This workshop will provide the basis for the long-lifetime

space stations to come later."

4. Extend man's capability in space 

Consistent with the suggested wording of paragraph 3,

paragraph 4 should read:

"In the next decade we will develop a true space

station module that will be the first step in building

a permanent base in earth orbit and will serve as a

building block for future manned interplanetary travel.

Eventually men will set forth on an expedition to the

planet Mars from this space base."
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5. We suggest paragraph 5, "Expand earth applications," should

read:

"Beginning with early development of an Earth

Resources Technology Satellite, we will pursue over

the next decade a vigorous program to emphasize a

wide range of applications of space technology. We will

continue our productive programs in meteorology and

communications and open up new practical benefits in the

fields of navigation, air-traffic control, use of our

natural resources, and control of air and water pollution."

6. Lower the costs of space launches 

This paragraph should really emphasize the space shuttle,

which is the principal mechanism for lowering the cost for

future launches. We would like to see the paragraph say:

"Our recently developed rocket technology will

provide a new type of launch capability in the next

decade. We will develop a space shuttle that will be

reusable to provide frequent, reliable and low-cost

launches for a wide range of payloads -- including passengers --

between the surface of the earth and orbit."

7. Expand international cooperation 

We suggest:

"We have established cooperative programs in space,

but these should serve only as a base for developing more

substantial international participation in the future.
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Other nations should be working with us in some aspects

of our new programs -- the space station and the space

shuttle. Progress will be faster and our accomplish-

ments will be greater, if nations do indeed work together

in this fashion."

Finally, we would point out that the proposed statement does not

mention aeronautics. This is logical and proper in a statement

confined to the next decades of space. However, the Space Task Group

report was criticized in some circles, in particular by some

Congressmen, because it did not also mention aeronautics.

.`imAlh
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HOLD FOR RELEASE UNTIL

PRESENTED BY WITNESS

Statement of

Richard B. Marsten
Director of Communications Programs

Office of Space Science and Applications

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

before the
Subcommittee on Space Science and Applications

Committee on Science and Astronautics
House of Representatives

COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAMS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

We welcome this opportunity to review the NASA program in satellite

communication for you. In so doing, I will review the history of the

program from Echo through AT -V, progress with ATS-F and G to date, and

recent accomplishments in supporting research and technology. I will

provide an overview of total program expenditures to date and will

conclude with a report on the planned "user experiments." I will pay

particular attention to the proposed Alaskan experiment with ATS-I, the

planned Indian Instructional Television (ITV) experiment with ATS-F,

and the recently approved Corporation for Public Broadcasting (m)

experiment with ATS-III. These user experiments represent an increasingly

important part of our overall program to demonstrate and evaluate new,

effective uses for satellite systems in meeting our society's growing

needs for communications services.
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11OLD FOR RELEASE UNTIL

PRESENTIa) BY WITNESS

Statement of

Richard B. Marsten
Director of Communications Programs

Office of Space Science and Applications

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

before the
Subcommittee on Space Science and Applications

Committee on Science and Astronautics
llouse of Representatives

COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAMS

Nr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

We welcome this opportunity to review the NASA program in satellite

comunication for you. In so doing, I will review the history of the

program from Echo through ATS-V,progress with ATS-F and G to date, and

recent accomplishments in supporting research and technology. I will

provide an overview of total program expenditures to date and will

conclude with a report on the planned "user experiments." I will pay

particular atiention to the proposed Alaskan experiment with ATS-I, the

planned Indian Instructional Television (ITV) experiment with ATS-F,

and the recently approved Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)

experiment with These user experiments represent an increasingly

important part of our overall program to demonstrate and evaluate new,

effective uses for satellite systems in meeting our society's growing

needs for communications services.



Friday 12/12/69

6:10 Gessaman had gone home; called Mr. Plummer and

gave him your message about inclusion in his

statement that the primary responEibility has to lie

with the State of Alaska. He said they could get

it: in 0.K.

Also said he had heard from Dr. Richardson in Tribus'

office that there was a press release this afternoon --

but Mr. Plummer checked the ticker and saw nothing.

(Didn't know whether it was released from the Commerce

Department or Alaska.)



ilisriclay 12/12/69

5:55 Mr. Whitehead asked us to call Don Gessaman and tell
him that on page 14 of Mr. Plummer's statement,
they should indicate that primary responsibility has to
lie with the State of Alaska.

If Gessaman is not in his office, we should notify
Plummer (Acting Director, OTM).

(Apparently Plummer I s office was to send copies
of his testimony up to the Hill this afternoon)

3664
(BOB)

5]80



pate:

Subject:

To:

Via:

EXECUTIVE OFFICE 0:: THE PRESIDn'NT

OFFICE OF TELFC01'...,'AUNICAT IONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

December 11, 1969

Statement before Congressional Committee

Director, Bureau of the Budget

George A. Lincoln, Director, OEP

I recommend approval of the attached statement. Subcommittee

Counsel Frank Hammill has asked for copies of my statement by

December 12.

Representative Joseph E. Kath (D. Minn.), Chairman of the House

Science and Astronautics Committee Subcommittee on Space Science

and Applications, has scheduled hearings for December 16-18, to

inquire .into whether the results of National. Aeronautics and Space

Administration research and development are being applied to the

best advantage.

Witnesses have been invited and scheduled to testify in Room 2321

Rayburn House Office Building, as follows:

December 16, 1969 - Morning
NASA - Messrs. Shapley, Jaffee and Marsten

Office of Telecommunications Management - W. E. Plummer,

Acting

December 17, 1969 - Morning
Alaska Delegation - Rep. Pollock_and Senators Gravel

and Stevens

December 18, 1969 - Morning
Communications Satellite Corporation - (probably Dr. Charyk)

Radio Corporation of America ALASCOM

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

W. E. Plummer
Acting

Attaclamcnt

*Note: Attached Agenda

cc: Gen. -Lincoln, OEP

Mr. Kendall, OEP

Mr. Gillis, OEP
Mr. Whitehead, WHO



COMMITTEE ON SCIENCIE AND ASTRONAUTICS
HOUSE oF REPRESaNTATIVES

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Hearings of the
Subcommittee on Space Science and Applications

On

. ASSESSMENT OF SPACE COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

Tuesday, December 16 Mr. Willis H. Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator
National Aeronautics. and Space Administration

Mr. Leonard Jaffe
Deputy Associate Administrator (Applications)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

'Dr. Richard B. Marsten
Director, Communications Programs
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Mr. William E. Plummer
Acting Director
Office of Telecommunications Management
Executive Office of the President

Wednesday, December 17 Hon. Mike Gravel
U.S. Senate, A:larAn

Hon. Theodore F. Stevens
U.S. Senate, .Alaska

Hon. Howard W. Pollock
U.S. House of 1oprese7jtai:ivps_(at Large), Alaska

Dr. Joseph V. Charyk
President, Communications Satellite Corporation

Thursday, December 18 Mr. Howard R. Hawkins
President, RCA Global Commulications, Incorporated
President, RCA Alaska Communications, Incorporated

Mr. Richard R. Hough
Vice President, Long LinC.s Department
American Telephone' and Telegraph Company

All Sessions 10 a.m., Room 2325 Rayburn House Office Building
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December 15, 1969

MFMORAND UM FOE

Dr. Thomas O. Paine
Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

I understand that your tentative planning calls for future Saturn 5
launches at six.month intervals. This is considerably more fre-
quent than we had understood to be consistent with safety and
reliability requirements. As you know, the President would like
to see these launches paced at the MiLAMUM intervals consistent
with those objectives.

NASA, of course, must make the technical determination as to
what launch schedule will be consistent with safety and reliability.
However, given the decision to suspend Saturn 5 production and
the limitation on funding available for space programs, the more
frequent launch interval will have two adverse effects. It will
deprive other worthwhile space programs of funds, and it will
mean a probable hiatus in Saturn 5 launches once the current
inventory is used up.

I would appreciate hearing your thinking on this matter.

cc: Mr. Flanigan /
Mr. Whitehead V
Mr. Kriegsman
Central Files

CrWhitehead:jm

Peter Flanigan
Assistant to the President



December 16, 1969

TO: BOB HALDEMAN

FROM: PETER FLANIGAN

In considering the date for a Presidential statement on
Space you should know that on Sunday, January 4, there will
be the dedication of the new Lunar Institute in Houston.
Although this is not a big facility, it is a unique result
of the Apollo missions.

On January 5, 6, and 7 there will be a meeting of 1,000
Space scientists in Houston including many from NASA and
many from foreign countries. At the meeting there will be
released dramatic new information resulting from the Apollo
trips.

It appears to me that these activities would provide a good
background for the President's statement on Space. If he is
returning from San Clemente on the 4th, on the 5th he could
stop in Houston, make the speech, and continue to Washington.
If he did not wish to be there in person, he could issue the
statement in connection with these activities.

With the Space budget still under appeal, this delay might be
preferable to issuing the statement before the details of the
budget are buttoned down.

b cc : jom Whiteheaa.
Jeb Magruder



December 16, 1969

To: Dr. Thomas 0. Paine
Administrator
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

From: Tom Whitehead

This is still somewhat tentative. Will
send a copy of the draft of the statement
as soon as it is available.

Attachment — Draft Outline dated 12/12/69
President's Statement on Our
Next Decade in Space

CTWhitehead:ed
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Tuesday 12/16/69

4:10 Dr. Drew has Dr. DuBridge's comments on the
space message outline but said if you were going
to be sending a copy of the space message soon they
would hold up and make comments on both papers at
the same time.



Tuesday 12/16/69

1:10 Told Mr. Magruder that you need to talk with Paine
as soon as possibleand you can't do it until you
and Flanigan have talked so you would appreciate
getting the papers he's preparing as early as possible

Mr. Magruder advises they are typing them now.



December 16. 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

Dr. Lee Dairidge
Mr. Robert Mayo
Dr. Russell Drew
Mr. Jack Young/Mr. Don Dorman

This is now La the heads of the speechwriter* and we will
be forwarding a complete draft as **ea as It is available.
We are tentatively vitamins for Thursday release. I
believe this is basically consistent with the decisions made
by the President in the recent NASA budget discussions. I
would appreciate receiving any comments you may have as
soon as possible, either on this outline or the final draft.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Kriegarnan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant



December 15, 1969

To: Mr. Magruder

From: Tom Whitehead

12/12/69 Draft outline of
President's Statement on Our
Next Decade in Space



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

5
December 13, 1969

V21iueL

MEMORANDUM FOR TOM WHITEHEAD

Subject: Space - Next Decade

Many thanks for the draft outline on the next decade
in space, dated December 12. It's very helpful. What's the
status of the decision-making process on these points? I think
you may have indicated it to me before I got the memo, but if
so I've forgotten.

Raymond K. Price, Jr.



DRAFT OUTLINE 12/12/69 

President's Statement on Our  Next Decade in Space

Here. we are: Two successful visits to the Moon .

Where are we going in space?

Three goals:
;,.

Exploration -- man's quest; worthwhile in and
of itself.
Science -- extending our knowledge of the universe,
matter and nature.
Applications -- turning space science and technology
to economics and social benefit here on earth.

Space as both: an adventure for the present
an investment in the .future

The manned lunar landing goal was a challenge to the Nation and an
adventure for all mankind.
But it was also a vehicle for developing a space
exploration capability.

We now have that capability -- both manned and unmanned -- and
must now shift our focus to a continuing program of
exploration and application; space exploration will
be a part of our lives for the rest of time; we must 
now make it a continuing process rather than a series
of crash timetables.

Based on a careful review of the possibilities developed by the Space
Task Group, I have decided on the following major
program goals_and initiatives for the-next_cle.cade in
space:

1. Explore the moon
The Apollo mann_ed landings should be paced at a
rate to maximize scientific return, consistent with
the minimum launch rate for safety and reliability._

2. Explore the planets and the solar system 
During the next decade, we will launch scientific
sm.c._ecraft to observe every planet and to explore the
vast space between. We will attempt to land an unmanned
spacecraft on Mars in 1973. Ke_w. scLeAkific satellites
also will be launched to explore space near the earth.



3. Develop an extended earth orbit capability for man 
An ExperimentaL_Space Station built from Apollo_
technology will be i_g_li j2p_e_r_sitional n  •ssions in the  next
feis„v_iea;_.s.._ By the middle of the  extJ1ecade, meri-
will be working in space for months at a time.

r-- --- -.-- --

4. Extend man's capability in space
In the next decade we will bin to  cle_sigp an even
longer-lived Space Station___Ms)Ch4le that will serve both
as a near-earth space station and a building block for_
manned interplaneta_zy travel. We will land men on
the planet Mars as a part of this program.
• _ _

5.. Expand earth applications 
Beginning with ea development of an Earth .Resources
Technology Satellite, we will pursue over the nei
deidea vigorous program to em a wide ran.ge
of new applications of space  technology. Meteorology,
communications, navigation, and air traffic control also-
will be explored.

6. Lower the costs of space launches
Our recently developes1 rocket technclo_gy will provide
a reliable launch capability through the next decade., -
The production of Saturn V launch vehicles will be
suspended in view of the planned rate of lunar exploration
and our current invent_ou of 8 vehicles; it can be resumed
at any time in the future as the need arises. We will
continue our res_earch to make possible even lower costs
for launching space payloads in the future. Weill beg.in
to design a space shuttle that will be re-usable to provide
frequent, reliable, and low-cost launches for a wide
range of space payloads.

7. Expand international cooperation
Space exploration and its benefits here on earth should _
be a venture for all mankind. We do not seek to exploit
space for national purposes, but to share it. Our
progress will be faster and our accomplishments will
be greater if all nations Work together, both in contributing
resources and in sharing results.



-3-

This is a far-reaching and comprehensive program to extend our
space capability and to put it to work for us here on earth. The
resources required will be great, and so will the benefits. We
will seek to pyi.de a  stable le_y_c_LaLexp_encliture,s_to_enable steady
progr.es_s_consistentwith_other_pres_sing national priorities. In_
addition, we hope to be able to expand our effort in some years and
move some accomplishments nearer in time.

The important thing is to recognize .tha..t..man has bezun to explore
new worlds. Mankind has entered b. new era: For the rest of history,
we will be men from  the planet Earth. Let us conduct ourselves
accordingly.



December 12, 1969

To: Ray Price

From: Torn Whitehead





DRAFT OUTLINE 12/12/69 

President's Statement on Our Next Decade in Space

Here we are: Two successful visits to the Moon

Where are we going in space?

Three goals: Exploration -- man's quest; worthwhile in and-
of itself.
Science -- extending our knowledge of the universe,
matter and nature.
Applications -- turning space science and technology
to economics and social benefit here on earth.

Space as both: an adventure for the present
an investment in the future

The manned lunar landing goal was a challenge to the Nation and an
adventure for all mankind.
But it was also a vehicle for developing a space
exploration capability.

We now have that capability -- both manned and unmanned — and
must now shift our focus to a continuing program of
exploration and application; space exploration will
be a part of our lives for the rest of time; we must 
now make it a continuing process rather than a series
of crash timetables.

Based on a careful review of the possibilities developed by the Space
Task Group, I have decided on the following major
program goals and initiatives for the next decade in
space:

1. Explore the moon
The Apollo manned landings should be paced at a
rate to maximize scientific return, consistent with
the minimum launch rate for safety and reliability.

2. Explore the  planets and the solar system 
During the next decade, we will launch scientific
spacecraft to observe every planet and to explore the
vast space between. We will attempt to land an unmanned
spacecraft on Mars in 1973. New scientific satellites
also will be launched to explore space near the earth.
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3. Develop an extended earth orbit capability for man 
An Experimental Space Station built from Apollo
technology will begin operational missions in the next
few years. By the middle of the next decade, men
will be working in space for months at a time.

4. Extend man's capability in space
In the next decade we will begin to design an even
longer-lived Space Station Module that will serve both
as a near-earth space station and a building block for
manned interplanetary travel. We will land men on
the planet Mars as a part of this program.

5. Expand earth applications 
Beginning with early development of an Earth Resources
Technology Satellite, we will pursue over the next
decade a vigorous program to emphasize a wide range
of new applications of space technology. Meteorology,
communications, navigation, and air traffic control also
will be explored.

6. Lower the costs of space launches 
Our recently developed rocket technology will provide
a reliable launch capability through the next decade.
The production of Saturn V launch vehicles will be
suspended in view of the planned rate of lunar exploration
and our current inventory of 8 vehicles; it can be resumed
at any time in the future as the need arises. We will
continue our research to make possible even lower costs
for launching space payloads in the future. We will begin
to design a space shuttle that will be re-usable to provide
frequent, reliable, and low-cost launches for a wide
range of space payloads.

7. Expand international cooperation
Space exploration and its benefits here on earth should
be a venture for all mankind. We do not seek to exploit
space for national purposes, but to share it. Our
progress will be faster and our accomplishments will
be greater if all nations Work together, both in contributing
resources and in sharing results..



-3-

This is a far-reaching and comprehensive program to extend our
space capability and to put it to work for us here on earth. The
resources required will be great, and so will the benefits. We
will seek to provide a stable level of expenditures to enable steady
progress consistent with other pressing national priorities. In
addition, we hope to be able to expand our effort in some years and
move some accomplishments nearer in time.

The important thing is to recognize that man has begun to explore
new worlds. Mankind has entered a. new era: For the rest of history,
we will be men from  the planet Earth. Let us conduct ourselves
accordingly.
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MMORANDUM FOR

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

December 12, 1969

JEB MAGRUDER

It is my understanding that sometime in the near future we
will be releasing, via a speech or Presidential statement,
the Pre'sident's decision on the future of the Space program
his decision with regards to the options presented to him
in the Space Task Force Report.

Although you, of course, do not know what decisions have
been reached at this time, I don't: think it's too early
to begin drawing up a game plan, if one is thought advisable,
as to how the release should be handled. I am certain that
whatever the decision, there will be something there for
somebody to stand up and say hurrah for the President on,
and 1 believe that we should take advantage of this.

cc:vreter Flanigan
John Ehrlichman
Chuck Colson
Jerry Warren

',I 1
E GOLE
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1..'riday 12/12/69

6:10 Gessaman had gone home; called Mr. Plummer and

gave him your message about inclusion in his

statement; that the primary respomibility has to lie

with the State of Alaska. He said they could get

it in 0. K.

Also said he had heard. from Dr. Richardson in Tribus'

office that there was a press release this afternoon —

but Mr. Plummer checked the ticker and saw nothing.

(Didn't know whether it was released from the Commerce

Department or Alaska. )



lisriday 12/12/69

5:55 Nitre Whitehead asked. us to call Don Gessarnan a.nd. tell 3664
hirn that on page 14 of lvIr. Plummer's statement, (BOB)
they should indicate that primary responsibility has to
lie with the State of Alaska.

Gessarnan. is not in. hi.s office, we should notify 51.80
Plummer (Acting Di.rector, OTM).

(Apparently Plummer's offkce was to send copies
of his testimony up to the Hill this afternoon)



Del e:

Subject:

To:

Via:

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF. THE PRE-:SID:NT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, 0,C. 2050.1

December 11, 1969

Statement before Congressional Committee

Director, Bureau of the Budget

George A. Lincoln, Director, OEP

I recommend approval of the attached statement. Subcommittee

Counsel Frank Hammill has asked for copies of my statement by

December 12.

Representative Joseph E. Kath (D. Minn.), Chairman of the House

Science and Astronautics Committee Subcommittee on Space Science

and Applications, has scheduled hearings for December 16-18, to

inquire into whether the results of National Aeronautics and Space

Administration research and development are being applied to the

best advantage.

Witnesses have been invited and scheduled to testify in Room 2321

Rayburn House Office Building, as follows:

December 16, 1969 - Morning
NASA - Messrs. Shapley, Jaffee and Marsten

Office of Telecommunications Management - W. E. Plummer,

Acting

December 17, 1969 - Morning
Alaska Delegation - Rep. Pollock_ancl Senators Gravel

and Stevens

December 18, 1969 - Morning

* Communications Satellite Corporation - (probably Dr. Charyk)

Radio Corporation of America ALASCOM

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

W. E. Plummer cc: Gem -Lincoln, OEP

Acting . Mr. Kendall, OEP

Mr. Gillis, 0E1?

Attachment Mr. Whitehead, WHO

*Note: Attached Agenda



commn-TEE: ON SCI;E:NCE AND ASTRONAUTICS
HOUSE OF REPREST-iNTATIVES

INASHINGTOI, D. C.

Hearings of the
Subcommittee on Space Science and Applications

on

. ASSESSMENT OF SPACE COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

Tuesday, December 16 Mr. Willis H. Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator
National Aeronautics. and Space Administration

Mr. Leonard Jaffe
Deputy Associate Administrator (Applications)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

'Dr. Richard B. Marsten.
Director, Communications Programs
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Mr. William E. Plummer
Acting Director
Office of Telecommunications Management
Executive Office of the President

Wednesday, December 17 Hon. Mike Gravel
U.S. Senate, ikar.:ka

Hon. Theodore F. Stevens
U.S. Senate,.Alaska

Hon. Howard W. Pollock
U.S. House of Ropresezttaavps_(at Large), Alaska

Dr. Joseph V. Charyk
President, Communications Satellite Corporation

Thursday, December 18 Mr. Howard R. Hawkins
President, RCA Global Communications, Tncorporated
President, RCA Alaska Communications, Incorporated

Mr. 'Richard R. Hough
Vice President, Loir, Lines Department
American Telephone and Telegraph Company

All Sessions -:- 10,a.m., Room 2325 Rayburn House Office Building
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White House #1 -- $3637 Million

Recap (Alternate #4 to WH #1)
1. Shutdown of production line and 9 month launch

in.te rval
1275
-330 (Apollo, LEP II and SAT V)
945

2. Limit space station to technology development
64.7
-20.0 (OMSF)
44.7

3. Limit shuttle to technology development
106.0
-60.0 (OMSF and construction of facility)

4. Suspend nuclear rocket
48.0

-48.0 (OART)
00.0

5. Cancel HEAO and QUA
15
-15 (OSSA- QUA)
0

6. Accelerate Viking from '75 to '73
50

+200
250



Apollo Costs — 9 Month S5 Centers

$1207 -- NASA estimate 9 month centers
-78 -- S5 Shutdown
-60 — LEP #2

$1069
-75 — Modify spacecraft for LEP #2
-50 -- Stretch Apollo 13, 14, 15

$ 944



W. H. #2 $3, 565 million

Recap (Alt. #4 to W. H. #2)

1. Shutdown of Production Line
and 9-month Launch Interval

1, 275. 0
- 330 
945. 0

2. Cancel HEAO and OUA

15
- 15
0

3. Continue Viking for '75 Launch

Maintain Space Shuttle, NERVA, Space Station
at NASA, Alt. #4 levels



W.H.BOB NASA W.H.

3, 910 3, 685 3, 7653, 700

Office of Manned Space Flight 1, 646 1, 859 1, 459 1, 529

2 Apo11 ot_Lunar 960 1,135 945 945
3 LEP #2 50 40

4 Workshop Space Station 480 500 500 500

5 Saturn V J.00 100

Shuttle 32 50 50

7 Space Station 10 20 20

8 All Other 14 14 14 14

9 Office of Space Science and
io Applications 768 636 832 832

Viking 250 50 250 250

12 High Energy Astronomical

13 Observatory 4

14 All Other 518 582 582 582

15 Office of Advanced Research
16 and Technology 281 322 322 322

17 Shuttle Technology 40 46 46 46

18 Space Station Te chnolog y 32 45 45 45

19 Nuclear Rocket 40 48 48 48

20 All Other 168 183 18 3 183

21 Office of Tracking Data
22 Acquisition & Office of
23 Technology Utilization 286 318 318 318

Office of University Affairs 11

25 Construction 51 41 51

!6 10 10Space bhuttle Facility

27 All 41 41 41

28 Research
_Other

and Prograrn Management 678 713 713 713_

_

;0

.
+18 other -65 other

31
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Wednesday 12/3/69

4:40 Dick Speler wanted to ask a question:

Do you still want the summary of information
that went to the President on NASA?

Yes

No



6

Tuesday 12/2/69

3:15 William Plummer, Acting DTM, called to say he had
a call from Frank Hamel, Counsel on Rep. Karth'
Committee on Space Science and Applications
concerning h.earings on December 16, 17, and 18 on
what NASA is doing. Hamel wanted to know whether
he should invite you to come up and testify.
Mr. Plummer would like to talk with you and explain
what Hamel was talking about.

Will also send you a memo but would appreciate a call
when you return.

5180
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Friday 12/5/69

S

9:40 Advised Tribus' office that it would not be appropriate

to make any kind of announcement about the ATS

experiment proposed by the State of Alaska at this

time.

Checked Shapley's office -- Mr. Shapley just wanted

to let you know they were sending the paper over.

If you have any questions, he'd be glad to answer them.



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546.

December 4, 1969

OFFICE OF 'THE ADMINISTRATOR

MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
The White House

Subject: Status of ATS-I Experiments Proposed by the State of
Alaska

As you requested, here is a statement on the current status of the
proposed Alaska-ATS experiments for your use in connection with
the announcement of Mr. Tribus' assignment on Alaska couununications.

It looks as if it will be possible to conduct the experiments but
at this time there are still a number of unresolved problems of
technical compatibility. Thus, it would be premature to announce
that they are going ahead.

From our standpoint, it is important that whatever is put in your
announcement indicates that the use of ATS satellites is experimental 
in nature, not operational. Also, the context should be clear that
NASA is not giving Alaska special treatment, i.e., this is a part of
a broader program of user experiments using capacity that has become
available on NASA's experimental ATS satellites.

Let me know if we can be of further help.

Enclosure

/1
1

1
'IA is H. Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator
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REPLY TO
ATTN OF:

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

December 4, 1969

sc/RBm/si

TO : Mr. W. Shapley/ADA

FROM : Dr. R. B. Marsten/SC

SUBJECT: Proposed NASA Contribution to Alaska
Press Release

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has
under active review and consideration a proposal sub-
mitted November 12, by the Governor of Alaska, entitled
"AN Proposal For Satellite Communications Demonstration
for Alaska." The proposal describes a user experiment
developed in response to NASA's announcement on June 13,
1969, offering the use of the ATS-I and III satellites
to potential users of communication satellite technology
to permit them to assess the validity of their applica-
tions in an actual operating environment. Governor
Miller had indicated to NASA on August 18, 1969, his
intent to submit such a proDosal and had asked NASA's
assistance in developing one. NASA sent a delegation
to,the Governor's Conference on Satellite Telecommunica-
tions, held in late August at Anchorage, and has since
had several meetings with the Chairman and Members of
the Committee established by the Governor to develop
the proposal.

The proposal is directed toward providing relatively long-
term demonstrations of two types of satellite services:
instructional TV and radio voice broadcast. Instructional
TV programming material generated at the University of
Alaska will be transmitted from a ground station near
Fairbanks, via ATS-I, to three remote-area receiving
stations located at Kodiak, Fort Yukon, and Nome. Earth
stations will be provided by the Communications Satellite
Corporation and by RCA Globecom. Transmissions would be
made during five hours each day.
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The VHF-radio voice broadcast experiment con
sists of

two elements, an educational radio service and a
 public

safety and record service. The educational service

programs originate from the University of Alaska and

from Alaska radio stations. This material will be trans-

mitted through the VHF transponder on ATS-I to rece
ivers

in remote locations not served by the TV earth stat
ions.

The public safety and record service will oper
ate between

selected sites in Alaska through the VHF transponde
r on

ATS-I. About one hour each day would be devoted to these

experiments.

The proposal is being actively reviewed to estab
lish

compatibility of proposed equipment and schedule with

ATS-I.

ft; a_
R. B. Marsten
Director, Communications Programs



Thursday 4/9/70

4:00 We called Howard Schnooris Office and gave them the change you
suggested at the top of page 2, para (d).



December 2, 1969

. Our approach to the NASA budget this year is particularly

important: it is tied to decisions about the future pace of the space

program, and deceptively small budget issues for FY 71 entail

enormous (up to $100 billion) budget commitments for future years.

In spite of the importance and the large funding levels involved,

the issues and options that have been defined for the President and the

information to support them are scarcely of the quality appropriate

for a Presidential decision. We have had the following problems:

1. The Space Task Group members appointed by the President

to review future space options were all from institutions that stood.

to benefit from a large space program. Even the Vice President

has strong incentives to "speak out for space" since one of his few

charters is to chair the Space Council. Durin.g the course of the Task

Group review, NASA built tpublic and in.dustry expectations for large

new space projects (Examples arc attached at Tab A). The Task Group

report presented options all calling for sizeable increases in space

expenditures over the next decade, while White House staff efforts

to include a mo re representative ,range of options were rejected (with

such patently false argurnents as "a NASA budget below $3. 0 billion

per year would mean the end of manned space flight).
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2. Low-cost opportunities for Presidential initiatives

have been suppressed. For example; (a) The somewhat prosaic-

sounding Apollo Applications Program has been redesigned at some

expense and now involves a program with substantial gr owth

capability. The redesigned program has the potential for use of a

manned orbiting workshop over a period of several years. This could

have been. (perhaps still can be if we insist) announced as a Nixon

program for an experimental space station (XSS), thus giving the

President credit for an operating U. S. "space station" within the

next few years. (b) NASA is proceedin.g with and a.nnouncing plans

for unmanned scientific spacecraft to explore the planets. This

still could be made a Presidential initiative to launch to all the

planets of our solar system by the end of the next decade. (c) Unmanned

scientific space programs are much less expensive than manned

programs, yet in all options (both NASA and BOB) both types of programs

are scaled up or clown in rough proportion, making almost invisible the

option to expand unmanned space great ly while keeping the manned

• program and the budget more restrained. (d) Mann.ed lunar landings

have been scheduled at the rate of three per year at a cost of almost

$1 billion per year over a rate of one per year, without this issue

ever being pr•bsented for Presidential consideration.
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3. The Budget Bureau has consistently been uncooperative

in White House staff efforts to produce information on lower-cost

options for Presidential consideration, BOB's career staff seems

to suffer from an institutional tendency to save the President and

his staff from hard decisions, to compromise with agencies as far

as possible, then to defend the agency base. For example: Having

accepted NASA's request for an FY 70 supplemental to extend production

of the Saturn 5 launch vehicle, BOB now argues the President would

look foolish reversing that decision. BOB stresses the $300 million

costs of restarting production. lines after a period of down time, ignores

the roughly $2 billion cost savings in the shutdown years, and notes

the NASA need for these vehicles for the manned Mars landing without

noting that need would not: occur for 8 to 12 years.

The attached table (Tab B) shows graphically five alternatives

for the near future of the space program and corresponding expenditure

levels. Each preserves the option to go 'to Mars as early as 1986.

Also shown for each alternative are the dates when a commitment

must be made in order to permit a Mars landing in 1986. (Note that

1986 is a totally arbitrary date, to which we pay homage only because

of the STG report and not because of its intrinsic rnerit:a)
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Three major points should be noted:

1. lArhile the space program is interesting to most of the

public, it ranks very low on their priorities for increased Federal

spending: In a recent Gallup poll, 56%. of "middle Americans"

favored less spending for space exploration, ranking behind only

foreign aid in disfavor in spite of the recent excitement of the

Apollo 11 mission. There is no space program or mission on the

horizon that offers popular appeal comparable to the first lunar

landing, sothat space is not likely to climb in the public eye as a

desirable use of Federal funds. Recent public statements by

Congressional leaders called for restraing and avoidance of

"a premature commitment to distant goals" (Rep. George P. Miller,

chairman of the House Comrnittee On Science and Astronautics and a

major space enthUslast

2. A striking feature of each of these options is their

similarity in terms of program accomplishments. They are almost

identical with respect to unmanned space activities and dafer

primarily in th.e number of manned lunar flights per year. It is

unclear how much domestic and international political benefit accrues

to the President and the Nation with the higher manned launch rates,
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since the scientific value of the missions is maximized at about

one per year an.d the public excitement appears to fall off as the

launch rate expands. A major consideration is avoidance of

another Sputnik-like event, but we now appear to be far ahead

of the Soviets and any of the options presented here offers a

base for rapid expansion at any time.

3. There is no need now to make any program commitments

in order to preserve the 1986 Mars landing option. The President

can at any time make a forward-looking statement: on the future of our

space program withbut any large funding commitments. The major

issue for Presidential decision at this time is what should be the

rate of manned lunar landings and XSS development over the next

few years. A rate approaching one lunar landing per year and 1972

initial:flight of XSS offers sizeable near-term budget savings while

still preserving an active manned program. NASA is attempting to

cast this as a technical. issue by arguing that a rate of 2-3 per year

is the lowest consistent with safety and reliability. The existing

supply of 8 Saturn 5 vehicles potentially could be stretched to cover

9 years of manned.space acti.vity.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT• ,

111 emorandum
Executive Office of the President

-OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
Washington 25, D.C.

Date: December 1, 1969

Subject; Congressional Hearing on Application of Space Technology

To: General Lincoln

Mr. Frank Hammill, Counsel to Representative Karth (D, Minn.), Chairman
of the House Science and Astronautics Committee Subcommittee on Space
Science and Applications, telephoned to tell us about the hearing
scheduled for December 16, 17 and 18 to inquire into whether the results
of National Aeronautics and Space Administration research and develop-
ment are being applied to the best advantage. (Mr. Hammill is in Room
2321 Rayburn Building, telephone 225-6371).

Drs. Marsten and Radius of NASA are scheduled to testify December 16 and
the Alaska Delegation (Rep. Pollock and Senators Gravel and Stevens), the
Communications Satellite Corporation (Mr. Charyk), and the Radio Corpor-
ation of America ALASCOM December 17. Mr. Hammill asked if Dr. Whitehead
and I would be receptive to an invitation to testify. I said that I
could speak only for myself, that I would need permission, but foresaw no
objection to answering questions.

Upon telling Mr. Hammill that it would be helpful to have specific issues
to address, he stated the following three questions:

1) Is the $250 million which NASA has spent and the more than $100
million proposed for Application Technology Satellites F and G
being used appropriately?

2) Are there any institutional barriers to appropriate use of the
results of NASA research and development?

3 ) Are there opportunities for application of space technology in
Alaska?

Mr. Hammill observed that Russia has a working domestic satellite and the
United States does not; and that Dr. Whitehead had said that he would
have the Administration's position on the domestic satellite question by
October 1 and it is now December 1. I told him that our office had worked
in Dr. Whitehead's committee and a Technical Working Group but did not .
know when Dr. Whitehead expected to finish his study report.
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Mr. Hammill then asked if I knew about Dr. Whitehead asking Dr. Tribus,
Department of Commerce, to organize an interdepartmental study of Alaskan
communications and the results thereof. I said that we did; that it
resulted from a communication from Representative Pollock to the White
House, in connection with which Lr. O'Connell had recommended that the
Federal Field Committee for Development Planning in Alaska be involved;
the DDI had designated an observor to the work carried on under the
auspices of the Office of Intergovernmental Relations and in cooperation
with the Federal Field Committee; that the agencies consulted had no
surplus funds to devote to the study; and I kneurof no later developments.

Mr. Hammill continued by saying that some consider it unusual for the
Federal Government to grant a franchise within a State through a procedure
such as the sale of the Alaska Communication System. I replied that The
Congress had legislated the sale and its terms and that, insofar as we
are aware, the Air Force is carrying out the will of Congress. I described
our interest in seeing that the United States has high quality, reliable
telecommunication services at the lowest possible cost, essential national
security requirements are met, and the taxpayer's investment in the Alaska
Communication System is protected. I added that we had so written the
Federal Communications Commission which has jurisdiction over State and
commercial radio operations and, recently, has authorized the Communi-
cations Satellite Corporation to construct the microwave link from the
satellite earth station to Anchorage, in cooperation with RCA ALASKOOM,
pending a hearing to determine ultimate ownership.

I agreed to call Dr. l'ihitehead, tell him about the hearing and arrange
a luncheon for the three of us to discuss the subject after I had informed
you.

I recommend approval for us to appear at the hearing, submit a short
general statement on our responsibilities, functions, what has been done
to enhance application of space technology, and answer questions within
our knowledge and province.

W. E. Plummer
Acting Director

cc: Mr. Kendall
Dr. Whitehead
OTM Staff
General Gould, USAF


